
























































































Step Ahead2

هدية كتاب  Step AheadStep Ahead  لطلاب الصف الخامس بالإجابات النموذجيةبالإجابات النموذجية

مراجعة شهر نوفمبر استعدادًا لامتحان شهر نوفمبر على الوحدات 3 - 4

November RevisionNovember Revision

ExercisesExercises Units (3 - 4)Units (3 - 4)on

Choose the correct answer:11 VocabularyVocabulary

11  The (carpenter - shoemaker - doctor - teacher) makes boots and    
     shoes.

22  The shoemaker works in a (supermarket - clothes shop - workshop -   
     school).

33   I didn’t do my homework last night because I was (excited - happy - 

tired - active).

44  We usually wear a (socks - sweater - scarf - gloves) around our necks   
     when it’s very cold.

55  Rana wears (boots - scarf - gloves - ring) on her hands when it’s cold.

66  Ali is an (angry - ugly - honest - incorrect) man, so all people love him.

77  You’ll need your (sweater - pajamas - sneakers - shorts) because we’ll   
     be walking around a lot.

88  In Egypt, men wear the (shirt - galabeya - pajamas - trousers). This is a  
     long white robe that is very popular.

99   People in Mexico wear special (gloves - shoes - hats - boots) to protect 

their faces from the sun.

1010  We need to (back - put - pack - paint) our suitcases for our holiday   
     tomorrow.

1111  This is my (iron - silver - pearl - cotton) necklace. It is very expensive.

1212  We use (cotton - leather - silk - iron) to make shoes and belts.
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UnitNovember Revision - Units (3-4)

1313  We were (kind - unkind - surprised - honest) when we saw our grandpa.  
     He didn’t tell us that he would visit us.
1414  We had a (burnt - cold - delicious - bad) lunch. We liked it very much.

1515  The (pockets - sleeves - patterns - socks) of the galabeya are long, so   
     we don’t get sunburned.

1616  There’s water all around the Elephantine (Desert - Island - Lake - Sea)   
     in Aswan.

1717  You can see (waterfalls - lakes - coral reefs - grass) deep down in the   
     Red Sea.

1818  The trees and plants of the (desert - forest - sand dunes - garden) are   
     the homes of lots of birds and animals.

1919  You can see (sunrise - sunset - sunlight - sun) in the evening.

2020  You can go on a Nile trip on a (bike - train - felucca - bus).

2121  Eco-tourists don’t like to travel by plane because of the (air - activities -  
     reef - pollution) the plane causes.

2222  The Ancient Egyptians built the pyramids to be (museums - temples -   
     tombs - gardens) for the kings.

2323  Eco-tourists like (flying - diving - working - swimming) in Taba. There’s a  
     lot to see under water there.

2424  I like to climb the (sea - waterfall - mountain - temple), but it is so    
    dangerous.

2525   The Nubian (museums - cities - villages - towns) have beautiful brightly  
decorated houses.

2626  (Tourism - Eco-tourism - Traveling - Pollution) is an exciting idea. It   
     looks after the environment and helps local people.
2727  You can find fantastic (history - wildlife - camps - traffic) in Taba, like the  
     Nubian ibex and rare birds.

2828  Ayman is a (tourist - receptionist - guide - traveler). He tells the tourists  

     where they can go.
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November Revision - Units (3-4)

2929  They enjoy (diving - hiking - camping - cycling). They go for a walk from  
     time to time.

3030  Tourism is very (rich - poor - important - unimportant) to many    
     countries.

Choose the correct answer:22 to + stem verbto + stem verb

11  I went to town (buy - to buy - buying - bought) a beautiful new dress for 
the party.

22  I got some cardboard paper (to make - makes - making - made) a poster.

33  I searched on the internet to (find - found - finds - to find) information for 
my homework.

44  I bought a scarf and gloves (keeping - to keep - kept - keeps) me warm.

55  I went to the library (borrow - to borrow - borrowed - borrowing) a book.

66  Malak wears her sunglasses to (protecting - protect - to protect - 
protected) her eyes.

77  Hazem studied hard to (gets - got - get - to get) good grades.

88  Why are you running? (So - To - Because - Until) I’m late.

Choose the correct answer:33 ed / ing adjectivesed / ing adjectives

11  The dress was (amazing - amazed - interested - excited). She liked it.

22  She was (amazing - amazed - interesting - exciting) when she saw the 
dress.

33  He was too (tiring - tired - scary - boring) to make them tonight.

44  His work was very (tiring - tired - bored - excited).

Choose the correct answer:44 Past continuous tensePast continuous tense

11  We (trying - were trying - was trying - to try) to understand the “Elephantine”  
      name.
22  I (were walking - was walking - walking - walks) in one of the Nubian   
     villages this morning.
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UnitNovember Revision - Units (3-4)

33  I (were traveling - traveling - travels - was traveling) by boat to the island   
     with my friends.
44  We (were trying - tries - to try - trying) to get to school before 8 o’clock.
55  Tamer (was listening - were listening - listening - listen) to the radio.
66  Ahmed (am - was - were - are) swimming in the sea.
77  (Is - Was - Were - Am) they making fatta?
88  I (watches - to watch - watching - was watching) everyone.
99  I was (have - having - has - had) breakfast.
1010  My mom was (cooks - cooking - cooked - cook) lunch at 3 o’clock.
1111  Were you watching TV? - Yes, I (am - was - were - is).

1212  They (were - wasn’t - weren’t - was) playing football. They were watching   
     a match.

Choose the correct answer:55 Past simple tensePast simple tense

11  Amira (go - goes - went - going) to bed late tonight.
22  Yesterday, he (leaves - left - is leaving - leaved) home early to catch the  
     six o’clock train.
33  I didn’t bring my ruler, so I (ask - asked - asks - asking) my friend for help.
44  My little sister (bought - buys - is buying - buy) a new dress last week.
55  I (don’t - doesn’t - didn’t - doing) go to school yesterday.

Match one part from “A” with the suitable part from “B”:    66

“A” “B”

1- Elephantine Island is a- to the tombs of the Nobles.

2- We’re going to walk b- gives jobs for local people.

3- I was c- in Aswan.

4- Tourism d- sleep at 6 am.

e- sleeping at 6 am.
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Match one part from “A” with the suitable part from “B”:    77

“A” “B”
1- We have nice projects a- enjoy diving, hiking and camping.

2- Eco-tourism b- stays there?

3- Eco-tourists in Taba can c- helps the environment.

4- Would you like d- that look after the coral reefs in Egypt.

e- to stay there?

Match one part from “A” with the suitable part from “B”:    88

“A” “B”
1- Who is Aser going to visit? a- to get good grades.

2- Hazem studied hard b- for their holiday tomorrow.

3- They were very poor, c- Yes, he is.

4- They need to pack their suitcases d- but they were happy.

e- His uncle and aunt.

Match one part from “A” with the suitable part from “B”:    99

“A” “B”
1- What was Heba doing at 2 pm? a- the Red Sea.

2- Tourism helps people b- She went to Aswan.

3- Tourists like to dive in c- learn about new cultures.

4- Where did Nagwa go? d- She was having lunch.

e- she is cooking.
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Fill the gabs using words in the box:    1010
sleeves - robe - galabeya - shorts - shirts

I’m doing a school project about Egyptian clothing. I live in Sohag. It’s usually 
very hot here. I’m wearing 1  .................... and a T-shirt. Many men wear the 
2  .................... . This is the long white 3  .................... that is very popular. It’s 
made from cotton. The 4  .................... are long so we don’t get sunburned.

Fill the gabs using words in the box:    1111
environment - friendly - eco-tourists - unfriendly - wildlife

Taba is an excellent example of a part of Egypt where eco-tourism works 
well. You can find fantastic 1  .................... in Taba, like the Nubian ibex and 
rare birds. This is very good for the 2  .................... because they can go and 
enjoy the 3  .................... . The local people are very 4  ...................., so the 
eco-tourists can have a meal with them or talk to them about  their culture.

Read the text and answer the questions:1212

Elephantine Island is the oldest part of Aswan. All the island is full of history. 
We can visit the Aswan Museum in Aswan. We enjoy the sunset from a 
felucca in Aswan. We enjoy walking to the tombs of the Nobles. I really love 
Aswan.

Choose the correct answer:AA

11  Elephantine Island is the (newest - oldest - longest - shortest) part of   
     Aswan.
22  We enjoy the sunset from a (bus - car - taxi - felucca) in Aswan.

Answer the following questions:BB
11  Where is Elephantine Island?

  ............................................................................................................ .
22  Does the writer love Aswan?

  ............................................................................................................ .
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Read the text and answer the questions:1313
Eco-tourism is an exciting idea. It looks after the environment and helps local 
people. Eco-tourists don’t like to travel by plane because of the pollution 
that planes cause. They stay in small, local hotels or pay to stay in people’s 
houses. Eco-tourists come to the Red Sea and the guides tell them where 
they can dive.

Choose the correct answer:AA

11  The underlined word “They” refers to the (teachers - doctors - local people  
      - eco-tourists).
22  Eco-tourism looks after the (life - environment - factory - sea).

Answer the following questions:BB
11  Where do eco-tourists stay?

  ............................................................................................................ .
22  Who tell the eco-tourists where they can dive?

  ............................................................................................................ .

Reorder the words to make correct sentences:    1414

11  Asser - are - What - Mom - and - doing?
  ............................................................................................................?

22  to - need - pack - We - suitcases - our.
  ............................................................................................................ .

33  dress - wearing - is - Heba - spotted - a.
  ............................................................................................................ .

44  some - information - Can - me - give - you?
  ............................................................................................................?

55  really - I - uniform - like - school - our.
  ............................................................................................................ .

66  girls - love - Mexican - colors - bright.
  ............................................................................................................ .
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77  called - hat - Mexican - What - the - is?
  ............................................................................................................?

88  wore - green - She - a - dress - cotton.
  ............................................................................................................ .

99  have - Nora - a - Did - trip - good?
  ............................................................................................................?

1010  Museum - We - Aswan - the - to - went.
  ............................................................................................................ .

1111  you - were - What - yesterday - doing?
  ............................................................................................................?

1212  idea - is - an - Eco-tourism - exciting.
  ............................................................................................................ .

1313  about - learn - Tourists - cultures - new.
  ............................................................................................................ .

1414  looks - environment - after - the - Eco-tourism.
  ............................................................................................................ .

1515  can - Taba - in - Eco-tourists - diving - enjoy.
  ............................................................................................................ .

1616  is - Elephantine - history - Island - of - full.
  ............................................................................................................ .

1717  Egypt - does - help - How - tourism?
  ............................................................................................................?

1818  elves - How - the - feel - did?
  ............................................................................................................?

1919  you - What - yesterday - doing - were?
  ............................................................................................................?

2020  are - How - you?
  ............................................................................................................?
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Punctuate the following sentences:1515

11  what are mom and aser doing
  ............................................................................................................ 

22  i live in sohag
  ............................................................................................................ 

33  can you help me fares
  ............................................................................................................ 

44  girls in mexico love bright colors
  ............................................................................................................ 

55  where did salma go
  ............................................................................................................ 

66  we went to aswan museum
  ............................................................................................................ 

77  how are you
  ............................................................................................................ 

88  how does ayman feel at the end
  ............................................................................................................ 

99  we traveled to aswan last march
  ............................................................................................................ 

1010  tourists come to the red sea to dive

  ............................................................................................................ 
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November tests based on 
Units  (3 - 4)(3 - 4)

November Test (A)

Choose the correct answer:11
11  You’ll need your (sneakers - sweater - pajamas - dress) because we’ll   

     be walking around a lot.

22  The shoemaker works in a (hospital - supermarket - workshop - school).

33  I was (eating - eats - eat - ate) my lunch when the light went out.

44  I usually go to the library (because - but - so - to) read comic books.

55  We need to (pack - pick - put - back) our suitcases for our holiday        

tomorrow.

Reorder the words to make correct sentences:    22

11  love - colors - girls - Mexican - bright.
  ............................................................................................................ .

22  you - What - yesterday - doing - were?
  ............................................................................................................?

33  part - of Aswan - Elephantine - Island - is - the oldest.
  ............................................................................................................ .

Punctuate the following sentences:33

11  tourists come to aswan on vacation
  ............................................................................................................ 

22  what do girls wear in mexico
  ............................................................................................................ 
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November Test (B)
Choose the correct answer:11

11  The (shoemaker - chef - doctor - teacher) is the person who makes shoes.
22  Hend (go - goes - went - to go) to bed late last night.
33  I went to Hurghada (because - to - so - but) I wanted to relax.
44   Tourists enjoy (cycling - diving - camping - hiking). They go for a walk 

from time to time.

Read the text and answer the questions:22

People have different hobbies. Sports, computers, the internet, drawing, 
reading and collecting stamps are very famous hobbies, but television is 
the most common hobby. People watch television or listen to the radio or 
the television to know what is happening all over the world. They know 
about accidents, sports and important things. They also listen to or watch 
interesting programs. Many of them like football matches, others like 
science programs.

Choose the correct answer:AA
11  Most people like (collecting stamps - reading - watching TV - drawing).
22  People like (one - four - five - different) hobbies.

Answer the following questions:BB
11  What hobbies mentioned in the passage?

  ............................................................................................................ .
22  Why do people listen to the news?

  ............................................................................................................ .

Reorder the words to make correct sentences:    33
11  school - is - Our - uniform - smart.

  ............................................................................................................ .
22  working - day - all - was - My father - yesterday.

  ............................................................................................................ .
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Model AnswersModel Answers
Choose the correct answer:1        1        VocabularyVocabulary

11  shoemaker  22  workshop  33  tired  44  scarf  55  gloves
66  honest  77  sneakers  88  galabeya 99  hats 1010  Pack 
1111  pearl  1212  leather 1313  surprised 1414  delicious 1515  sleeves
1616  Island          1717  coral reefs 1818  forest 1919  sunset  2020  felucca
2121  Pollution     2222  tombs 2323  diving 2424  mountain  2525  villages
2626  Eco-tourism 2727  wildlife 2828  guide 2929  hiking  3030  important

Choose the correct answer:22 to + stem verbto + stem verb

11  to buy  22  to make 33  find  44  to keep 55  to borrow 
66  protect 77  get  88  because

Choose the correct answer:33 ed / ing adjectivesed / ing adjectives

11  amazing 22  amazed 33  tired  44  tiring

Choose the correct answer:44 Past continuous tensePast continuous tense

11  were trying  22  was walking 33  was traveling  44  were trying
55  was listening 66  was  77  Were 88  was watching 
99  having  1010  cooking 1111  was 1212  weren't

Choose the correct answer:55 Past simple tensePast simple tense

11  went 22  left 33  asked  44  bought  55  didn't

Match one part from “A” with the suitable part from “B”:    66

11  c 22  a 33  e 44  b

Match one part from “A” with the suitable part from “B”:    77

11  d 22  c 33  a 44  e

Match one part from “A” with the suitable part from “B”:    88

11  e 22  a 33  c 44  b
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Match one part from “A” with the suitable part from “B”:    99

11  e 22  c 33  a 44  b

Fill the gaps using words in the box:    1010
1  shorts  2  galabeya 3  robe 4  Sleeves

Fill the gaps using words in the box:    1111
1  wildlife  2  eco-tourists  3  environment 4  friendly

Read the text and answer the questions:    1212
11  oldest    22  felucca
33  in Aswan   44  yes, he does.

Read the text and answer the questions:    1313
11  eco- tourists   22  environment

33  In small, local hotels or pay to stay in peope’s houses  44  The guides.

Reorder the words to make correct sentences:    1414

11  What are Asser and Mom doing?
22  We need to pack our suitcases.
33  Heba is wearing a spotted dress.
44  Can you give me Some information?
55  I really like our school uniform.
66  Mexican girls love bright colors. 
77  What is the Mexican hat called?
88  She wore a green cotton dress.
99  Did Nora have a good trip?
1010  We went to the Aswan Museum.
1111  What were you doing yesterday?
1212  Eco-tourism is an exciting idea.
1313  Tourists learn about new cultures.
1414  Eco-tourism looks after the environment.
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1515  Eco-tourists can enjoy diving in Taba.

1616  Elephantine island is full of history.

1717  How does tourism help Egypt?

1818  How did the elves feel?

1919  What were you doing yesterday?

2020  How are you?

Punctuate the following sentences:1515

11  What are mom and Aser doing?

22  I live in Sohag.

33  Can you help me, Fares?

44  Girls in Mexico love bright colors.

55  Where did Salma go?

66  We went to Aswan Museum.

77  How are you?

88  How does Ayman feel at the end?

99  We traveled to Aswan last March.

1010  Tourists come to the Red Sea to dive.
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November Test (A)

Choose the correct answer: 11

11  sneakers   22  workshop 33  eating   44  pack

Reorder the words to make correct sentences:    22

11  Mexican girls love bright colors.

22  What were you doing yesterday?
33  Elephantine Island is the oldest part of Aswan.

Punctuate the following sentences:33

11  Tourists come to Aswan on vacation.

22  What do girls wear in Mexico?

November Test (B)

Choose the correct answer: 11

11  Shoemaker  22  went 33  because   44  hiking

Read the text and answer the questions:    22

11  watching TV   22  different
33  Sports, computers, the internet, drawing, reading and collecting stamps.
44  To know waht is happening all over the world.

Reorder the words to make correct sentences:    33

11  Our School uniform is smart.

22  My father was working all day yesterday.
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 Required vocabulary المفردات المطلوب إتقانها من الطالة  

t-shirt قميص  pajamas بيجامة 

sunglasses سشم نظارة  spotted منقط 

swimming shorts  سباحة شورت  striped مقلم 

sweater وفربل/  سترة  robe روب/  داءر 

sneakers رياضي حذاء  pockets جيوب 

scarf كوفية sleeves مامکأ 

necklace قلادة/  عقد  pearl لؤلؤ 

man-made  الانسان صنع من coat بالطو/  معطف 

galabeya جلابية elves اقزام 

Prepositions حروف الجر 

for ages منذ فترة طويلة made of   مصنوع من شئ لم يتغير
 شكله

walk around on foot   يتجول سيرا  على                
 قدامالأ

made from   مصنوع من شئ يتغير
 شكله

pajamas with stripes بيجامة مقلمة made in  مصنوع / صنع فى 

do a project on 

/about  

 اشكال / نماذج على  patterns on يقوم بمشروع عن

for sports day  لليوم الرياضى call to  ينادى على 

Review (1)  

Arab sportswoman  ة رياضية عربيةسيد junk food أكل سريع 

on the weekend فى نهاية الاسبوع good for مفيد لـ 

a healthier life  حياة صحية أكثر do exercises يقوم بتمارين 

healthy and delicious  صحى ولذيذ sombrero قبعة مكسيكية 

syrup شراب / مشروب workshop ورشة 

exhibition معرض   
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 Required vocabulary المفردات المطلوب إتقانها من الطالة  

forest غابة sunsets ساعات الغروب 

island جزيرة tomb مقبرة 

lake رةيبح hiking على الإقدام التنزه 

mountain جبل eco - lodges أماكن إقامة بيئية 

coral reefs شعاب مرجانية dive يغوص 

river نهر environment بيئة 

waterfall شلال hotels فنادق 

rare نادر wildlife حياة حرية 

reign فترة حكم pollution تلوث 

Prepositions حروف الجر 

full of ملئ بـ from the reign of من حكم 

learn about يتعلم عن take care of = look after يعتني بـ 

take part in يشارك في arrive at يصل إلي 

look at إلى ينظر stay in يقيم في 
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(1) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

1. Ten multiplied by Zero equals………………………………. 

 100  10  0  1000 

2. My school uniform is really……………………………. I like it. 

 smart  bad  ugly  out of fashion 

3. Reem is wearing……………………….. around her neck. 

 glasses  sunglasses  belts  scarf 

4. The opposite of………………………………. is dark. 

 happy  sad  light  poor 

5. The shoemaker was kind and…………………………………………………… 

 ugly  delicious  honest  boring 

6. Dad bought me an amazing………………… of shoes. 

 pain  pair  page  double 

7. We wear……………..…. on your hands. 

 socks  shoes  gloves  glasses 

8. My school …………………….is a white T-shirt and blue trousers. 

 class  uniform  homework  played 

9. I've got a dark red…………………….. for when it gets cold. 

 tie  sweater  socks  glasses 

10. My galabeya has two long……………………….. 

 gloves  sleeves  robes  pockets 

11. I like my blue sweater. That's my………………………………….. 

 favorite  cool  favor  Flavour 

12. The shoemaker was…………………… He has no money. 

 rich  Poor  happy  amazed 

13. They are……………………..… They won the cup. 

 rich  Poor  happy  ugly 
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14. I'll take my………………………… with me. It can be very cold. 

 t-shirt  coat  necklace  shoes 

15. When it is sunny, I take my……………………….. 

 scarf  sweater  sunglasses  coat 

16. The shoemaker works in a……………………. 

 ship  hospital  school  workshop 

17. I bought a…………………….. Jacket. 

 green new  white new  new green  cotton yellow 

18. In our school, we have to wear a …………………… every day. 

 tie  bag  pen  book 

19. My favorite………………… are the shirt and trousers. 

 colors  clothes  sports  food 

20. To live a healthier life, we should ………………….. a lot of exercises. 

 do  make  leave  rever have 

21. Tourists like to go to the Red Sea to see the …………………… . 

 animals  coral reefs  trees  birds 

22. We traveled by ……………………  through the Nile. 

 train  bus  felucca  car 

23. A ……………………  is a place that's full of trees. 

 water fall  mountain  forest  lake 

24. Nawamis ……………………  is in Taba. 

 village  city  town  country 

25. Eco-tourists can stay in camps and eco-…………………… .   

 valleys  lodges  mountains  friendly 

26. Eco-tourism helps to protect the …………………… .   

 journey  wildlife  pollution  trip 

27. Tourism helps people learn …………………… new cultures. 

 by  at  about  to 
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28. Elephantine Island is full of…………………… .   

 history  art  science  sports 

29. We found a very rare calendar from the…………………… of Thutmose III. 

 rain  reign  rows  row 

30. I was traveling by …………………… to the island. 

 boat  foot  metro  car 

31. Aswan has a …………………… garden. 

 boat  plant  botanical  animal 

32. There are a lot of coral…………………… in the sea. 

 leaves  beef  reefs  loaves 

33. The sunsets are fantastic, particularly from a ……………… on the Nile.  

 taxi  felucca  car  bus 

34. Tourism ……………… the natural environment.  

 helps  gives  damages  leaves 

35. Local people in Taba are…………………… . 

 bad  unkind  violent  friendly 

36. You should …………………… part in exciting activities in Taba.  

 take  give  leave  help 

37. …………………… help us learn about new cultures. 

 Pollution  Environment  Tourism  Swimming 

38. Tourists stay in rooms in …………………… . 

 parks  hotels  offices  seas 

39. Eco-tourists stay in small local…………………… . 

 hotels  seas  rivers  caves 

40. Eco-tourists don't like to travel by …………………… . 

 foot  bike  planes  felucca 
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(1) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

1. I went to the library………………. a book. 

 borrow  to borrow  borrows  borrowing 

2. Injy used a pen…………… her essay. 

 to write  write  wrote  writer 

3. Sherif bought a new suitcase…………………… on holiday. 

 take  to take  takes  took 

4. Malak wears her sunglasses …………………… her eyes. 

 to protect  protects  protect  protected 

5. She went to town …………………… a new dress. 

 buying  buy  to buy   buys 

6. He bought new sneakers …………………… for playing football. 

 wear  to wear  wears   wore 

7. I went to the hall …………………… my coat. 

 gets  to get  got   getting 

8. I wore a galabeya …………………… cool. 

 to stay  stays  stay   stays 

9. Sameh went to town …………………… new sneakers. 

 buy  to buy  buying   buys 

10. Nessma went to the kitchen …………………… a cake. 

 make  makes  to make   maked  

11. He…………………………. to the beach Yesterday. 

 went  go  goes   going 

12. I didn't ……………………….. racket last week 

 buy  bought  buys   buying 

13. ……………………….. You meet your friends yesterday? 

 Do   Did  Does   was 

14. I bought a new green Jacket…………………………….. 

 yesterday   tomorrow  next week   for ages 
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15. Mum ……………………………..my room yesterday. 

 tidy   tided  tidies   has tidied 

16. We were …………………… a cake yesterday morning. 

 make  makes  made  making 

17. We …………………… to understand the "Elephantine" name. 

 try  tries  was trying  were trying 

18. What were they …………………… at 3 yesterday ? 

 do  doing  does  did 

19. We were ……………………  a great time in the club.  

 have  has  had  having 

20. At 7:00, we ……………………  arriving at school. 

 was  were  have  be 

21. My brother and sister……………………  playing tennis at 11 am yesterday. 

 are  was  is  were 

22. ……………………  you working at 7 pm last night? 

 Was  Are  Were  Is 

23. What ……………………  she doing at 10 am yesterday? 

 is  are  was  were 

24. What ……………………  your parents doing yesterday? 

 have  did  were  do 

25. She ……………………  with her cat at 3 pm yesterday. 

 playing  plays  play  was playing 

26. Was ……………………  studying English yesterday? 

 you  she  they  we 

27. She was …………………… fatta for lunch at 2 pm yesterday. 

 made  make  making  makes 

28. They …………………… swimming in the lake yesterday. 

 were  are  do  did 

29. He…………………… eating an ice cream. 

 wasn't  don't  didn't  weren't 

30. A: Were you making cakes yesterday? B: Yes, I…………………… . 

 was  is  does  were 
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(1) Reorder the words to make correct sentences: 
 

1) excited - I'm – see – my – to – uncle . 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2) have – lovely – They – a – pool . 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3) need – What – do – to - I- pack ? 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4) worked – The – hard - shoemaker. 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5) very – were – poor – They. 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6) He – with – in – lived – wife – town – his. 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7) is – from - The sunset - a felucca – fantastic. 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

8) full of – history – is – island – Elephantine. 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

9) a coral reef – near - like to – dive - Eco-tourists. 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

10) can - in - Tourists - stay – eco-lodges 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

11) very - The - friendly - are – people – local. 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 (2) Read and match A with B : 

  

1- I'll pack a) it's cold at night 

2- I wear sneakers b) striped 

3- I need a sweater because c) on my hand 

4- My pajamas are d) on my feet 

 e) my suitcase 
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1- My school uniform a) blue skirts 

2- Girls wear b) from the sun 

3- When it gets cold, c) is really smart 

4- Hats protect us d) pale 

 e) we wear sweaters 

  

1- Taba is a) the Nubian ibex 

2- There's wildlife like b) hike and dive 

3- You can stay c) about their life 

4- Tourists can d) good for eco-tourism 

e) in camps 
 

  

1- Elephantine Island is a) brightly decorated houses 

2- We can go for long walks b) and the air is clean 

3- Aswan is very quiet c) full of history 

4- They have beautiful d) on Elephantine Island 

e) full of pollution 

(3) Read and complete the text with words from the box : 

Girls in Mexico are wearing traditional Mexican dresses. They're very 
colorful. There are lots of colorful stripes on the dresses. They wear them 
during feasts and celebrations. Mexican girls love bright colors. People in 
Mexico wear hats to protect their faces from the sun. This is a sombrero - 
it's a traditional Mexican hat. There're lots of different styles of 
sombrero. Some have got stripes, and some are very colorful. Some even 
have got gold and silver on them. 

A. Choose the correct answer from a b, c or d : 

1. Girls in Mexico love……………………………….. colors. 
 dark  light  bad  bright 

2. People in Mexico wear………………………… to protect their faces from the sun. 
 gloves  hats  shirts  dresses 

B. Answer the following questions : 

3. What is sombrero? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. What does the underline pronoun " they " refer to? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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 (B)

Taba is an excellent example of a part of Egypt where eco-tourism works 

well. You can find valleys, mountains, desert, and the sea there. You can 

find fantastic wildlife in Taba, like the Nubian ibex, and rare birds. This is 

very good for the eco-tourists because they can go and enjoy the 

environment. 

The local people are very friendly, so the eco-tourists can have a meal with 

them or talk to them about their culture. 

A. Choose the correct answer from a b, c or d : 

1. The underlined word "fantastic" means…………………… . 

 bad  wonderful  boring  poor 

2. The eco-tourists can talk to the local people about their…………………… . 

 culture  books  sports  children 

B. Answer the following questions : 

3. Summarize the first paragraph in one sentence. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. What kinds of animals can we find in Taba? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 (4) Punctuate the following sentences: 

1. We wear jackets when it s cold  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. ahmed was swimming in the sea 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. the shoemaker and his wife are kind  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. my favorites are the t-shirt and trousers 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. eco-tourism is an exciting idea in egypt 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6. elephantine island is in aswan  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. alexandria is city in egypt 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. how does tourism help egypt. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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 My school uniform 

I'm Sara. I'm in primary five. I like my school uniform. We wear a short-

sleeved white shirt and black trousers. We wear white socks and black 

shoes. When it is cold, we wear our blue sweaters. 

"Clothes in Mexico" 

People in Mexico wear hats to protect their faces from the sun. 

They wear a sombrero. It's a traditional Mexican hat. Girls are wearing 

traditional Mexican dresses. There are lots of colorful stripes on their 

dresses. 

 My favorite clothes 

My favorite clothes are dresses. My favorite color is blue. My dress has 

two pockets. I love wearing it in parties. I also love wearing a crown on my 

head for parties. I like to wear gloves on my hands, too. 

 Taba 

Taba is good for eco-tourism. We can find valleys, desert and the sea 

there. Eco-tourists can do different activities there. They can enjoy hiking 

and diving. They can stay in eco-lodges. In Taba, local people- are very 

friendly. 

 Pros and cons of eco-tourism 

Eco-tourism is an exciting idea. It helps to protect the wildlife. It looks 

after the environment. It helps local people. But eco-tourism isn't as 

comfortable as normal tourism. 

 Elephantine Island 

Last week, we visited Elephantine Island. It is a fantastic place. It is the 

oldest part of Aswan. It is full of history. We saw the sunsets and went 

for long walks there.  
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Why - Al Fayoum - excited - holiday 

1 

Coral - dive - environment - hotels - wildlife - pollution 

2 

Connect 5

November Revision

1-Read and complete the following text with the words in the box: 

 

Mom: Where are you going for..................................?  

Hala: I'm going to.......................... 

Mom: ..................are you going there?  

Hala: To see my uncle Hatem. 

Mom: Are you............... To see him? 

Hala: Yes, I am. 

 

1- Eco-tourism is an exciting idea. It looks after the………….……and helps 

local people. 

2- Eco-tourists don't like to travel by plane because of the…………… that 

planes cause. 

3- They stay in small, local ……………. or pay to stay in people's houses. 

4- They like to learn about local…………….. projects and local culture. 

5- Here in Egypt, we have some very nice projects looking after the………. 

reefs. 

6- Tourists come to the Red Sea and the guides tell them where they 

can………… 
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1- She wears a gold  …  …………….   around her neck. 

 (sunglasses  - necklace  - bracelet) 

2- I bought new swimming        .             to swim in the pool. 

 (scarfs  - shorts  - dress) 

3- I need to ………………… my coat and scarf because it's cold. 

(wears  - wear  - wore) 

4-                     to take your sunglasses to protect your eyes. 

(Remembering  - Remembers  - Remember) 

5- How about   …………..     some tomatoes? 

(buy  - buying  - buys) 

6- I went to the library                    a book. 

(borrow - to borrow - borrowing) 

7- Omar played tennis  

 (yesterday - next week - tomorrow). 

8- Amal used a pen                      her essay.  

(to write - writing - write)  

9- I didn't                      a racket last week. 

(buy - bought - buys) 

10- Galabeyas have                     but they are hidden. 

(gloves - pockets - glasses) 

11- Reem is wearing                     on her hands.  

(gloves - pockets - glasses) 

12- My shoes are made of  

(wood - glass - leather). 

13- …………………  makes us bags and shoes.  

(Shoemaker - Farmer - Engineer) 

2-Choose the correct word between two brackets : 
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14- He is                    He has no money 

(rich - poor - wealthy). 

15- I loved this meal. It's  

(delicious - bad - terrible). 

16- The shoemaker works in a  

 (ship - hospital - workshop) 

17- Our teacher is                     We all love him  

 (bad - unkind - kind).  

18- She has a                      skirt. 

(cotton, big - red, cotton - cotton, new) 

19- The girl bought a ………………… new hat. 

(green - small - old) 

20- I like your                     style. You look great. 

(bad - terrible - smart) 

21- The sombrero is a traditional Mexican 

(hat - jacket - skirt) 

22- We were                      a cake yesterday morning.  

(make - makes - making) 

23- What were you ...........         at 3 pm yesterday?  

(do - does - doing)  

24- This calendar is from the                      of Thutmose III. 

(home - island - reign) 

25-…………………   helps people learn about new cultures. 

(Pollution - Tourism - Diving) 

26- Eco-tourism helps to protect the …………………    

  (journey - pollution - wildlife) 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

http://b.smart/
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27- Eco-tourists can stay in camps and eco 

 (mountains - lodges - valleys). 

28- Taba is a part of  

 (Egypt - France - England) 

29- Local people in Taba are.............. 

 (bad - unkind - friendly). 

 30- There are                   fish, birds, and animals in Taba 

 (ugly - wonderful - bad)  

31- Nawamis                     is in Taba. 

  (village - city - town)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 I'll pack a it's cold at night.  

2 I wear sneakers b striped.  

3 I need a sweater because c on my hand.  

4 My pajamas are d my suitcase.  

 

 

 

1 Galabeyas are a read books.  

2 We went to the park b to get good grades.  

3 Hazem studied hard c traditional Egyptian clothes.  

4 They went to the library to d my suitcase.  

 

1 

2 

B A 

A B 

  

  

  

  

3-Read and match from column ( A ) to column  ( B ) : 
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1 The shoemaker a he had no money.  

2 The shoemaker worked hard, 
but 

b beautiful shoes.  

3 We use leather c makes amazing shoes.  

4 The elves made d to make shoes.  

 

 

1 He wears a short- a in the winter.  

2 My tie is b different uniforms.  

3 The girls and boys have c sleeved shirt.  

4 We wear sweaters d light blue.  

 

 

1 We can go to the Tombs a the oldest part of Aswan.  

2 What were you b through the Nile.  

3 We can go on a felucca c of the Nobles through the 
desert. 

 

4 Elephantine Island is d doing at 9 pm yesterday?  

 

 

1 Tourism damages historical a the Red Sea near a coral reef.  

2 Traveling by planes creates b places or monuments.  

3 A tourist was diving in c to many countries.  

4 Tourism is very important d too much carbon dioxide.  

 

 

1 Come and see the most a with local people.  

2 Eco-tourism works b fantastic wildlife in Egypt.  

3 Tourists can have a meal c to many countries.  

4 Stay in our d comfortable huts.  

 

 

5 
A B 

4 A B 

6 
A B 

7 
A B 

A B 

3 
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    1- dress - striped - a - I - have. 

 

     2- want - do - What - you - know - to? 

 

3- the kitchen   -  I  -  a cake - went to - make - in. 

 

4- a racket - Tarek - tennis - bought  - play - to. 

 

5- shoes  -  every   -  Who  - night - made - the? 

 

6- workshop  -  around - danced - The elves - the. 

 

7- cut - the leather - The  - can  -  out  - shoemaker. 

 

      8- made - delicious - The - a - meal - wife. 

 

9- are - My - clothes - shirts - cotton - favorite. 

 

10- green, - She - dress - wears - cotton - a new,.  

 

11- wearing - These - Mexican - dresses - are - girls.  

 

12- leather - He - black, - shoes - made - new,.  

 

      13- is - from -The sunset - a felucca- fantastic. 

 

4-Reorder the following words to make a sentence: 
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14- they - traveling - were - How? 

 

15- they - music - Were - to - listening? 

 

16- full - history - is - Island - Elephantine - of. 

 

17- tourism - normal - as comfortable - isn't - Eco - tourism - as. 

 

18- don't - Eco - tourists - like to - plane - by - travel.  

 

19- and - Eco - tourists - the environment - can - go - enjoy. 

 

20- very -The - friendly - are - people - local. 

 

21- can - in -Tourists - stay - eco - lodges. 

 

22- in Taba - eco - friendly - The huts - cool - are - and. 
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A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, cord. 

1. The underlined pronoun "They" refers to 

(feasts - girls - dresses)  

2. People in Mexico wear                      to protect their faces from the sun. 

(gloves - dresses - hats) 

B. Answer the following questions. 

3. What is a sombrero? 

 

4. What are the different styles of sombrero? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 

1 

5- Read the text and answer the questions: 

 

  

  

Girls in Mexico are wearing traditional Mexican dresses. They're very 

colorful. There are lots of colorful stripes on the dresses. They wear them 

during feasts and celebrations. Mexican girls love bright colors. People in 

Mexico wear hats to protect their faces from the sun. It is called sombrero. 

It's a traditional Mexican hat. There're lots of different styles of sombrero. 

Some have got stripes, and some are very colorful. Some even have got 

gold and silver on them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once upon a time, a kind and honest shoemaker lived in town with his 

wife. They were very poor, but they were happy. The shoemaker worked 

hard, but he had no money. One night, the shoemaker was in his 

workshop. 

"Oh dear. I've got enough leather for one more pair of shoes. But I'm too 

tired to make them tonight. I'll cut the leather now and make the shoes in 

the morning", he said. The shoemaker cut out the leather and went to bed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 
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A. Choose the correct answer. 

1- The shoemaker was a                    man. 

(big - small - kind)   

2- The shoemaker cut the                      to make shoes. 

(shop - town - leather)  

B. Answer the following questions: 

3- Where did the shoemaker live? 

 

4- Who lived with the shoemaker? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Choose the correct answer: 

1.The underlined word "wonderful" means. 

 (ugly - amazing - bad). 

2. There are lots of                      in Aswan so it's green. 

(trees - buses - cars)  

B. Answer these questions: 

3. Summarize the first paragraph in one sentence. 

 

4. When did the writer and his family visit Aswan? 
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There are a lot of wonderful places in Egypt. Aswan is one of these 

places. Aswan is a beautiful and calm place. There isn't much traffic, so 

it's quiet and the air is clean. There are no forests but there are lots of 

trees so it's quite green. 

Last summer, I visited Aswan with my family. We went to Elephantine  

Island by boat. It's a fantastic place. Elephantine Island is full of history.  
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A. Choose the correct answer: 

1. The underlined word "fantastic" means 

 (bad  -  wonderful -  boring). 

2. The eco-tourists can talk to the local people about their 

(sports   -  books  - culture). 

B Answer these questions: 

3. Summarize the first paragraph in one sentence. 

 

 

4. What kinds of animals can we find in Taba? 

 

 

 

 

1- which pajamas does she like 

 

2- -the shoemaker and his wife are thankful 

 

3- we wear jackets when it's cold 

 

4- where did yara go 

 

5 

  

  

6-Punctuate the following sentences: 

 

Taba is an excellent example of a part of Egypt where eco-tourism 

works well. You can find valleys, mountains, desert, and the sea there. 

You can find fantastic wildlife in Taba, like the Nubian ibex, and rare birds. 

This is very good for the eco-tourists because they can go and enjoy the 

environment. 

The local people are very friendly, so the eco-tourists can have a meal 

with them or talk to them about their culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 
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5 when did nader visit aswan 

 

6- you can find everything in taba 

 

 

 

 

 

" Clothes in Mexico " 

Ideas to help you: colorful - sombrero. 

 

 

 

 

“Elephantine Island" 

Ideas to help you: fantastic place - full of history. 

 

 

 

 

 

" Pros and cons of eco-tourism " 

Ideas to help you: local people - normal tourism. 

 

 

1 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2 

7- Write a paragraph of (40) words using the following elements: 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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 Write an email of about (40) words to your friend Ali about a trip to Al   Fayoum. Your 

name is Adel and your email address is adel@gmail.com. Your friend's email address 

is ali@gmail.com. 

Guiding elements: 
 • What do you need? 

 • What will you do there? 

 

 

Write an email of about (40) words to your friend Tamer about perfect eco-tourism in 

Egypt. Your name is Gasser and your email address is gasser@gmail.com. Your 

friend's email address is tamer@gmail.com. 

Guiding elements: 

  - local people 

  - fantastic wildlife 

 

to  

from  

subject  

 
……………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………… 
……………………………… 
 

to  

from  

subject  

 
……………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………… 
……………………………… 
 

4 

3 

mailto:adel@gmail.com
mailto:ali@gmail.com
mailto:gasser@gmail.com
mailto:tamer@gmail.com
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Why - Al Fayoum - excited - holiday 

1 

Coral - dive - environment - hotels - wildlife - pollution 

2 

1-Read and complete the following text with the words in the box: 

 

Mom: Where are you going for holiday? 

Hala: I'm going to Al Fayoum 

Mom: Why are you going there?  

Hala: To see my uncle Hatem. 

Mom: Are you excited To see him? 

Hala: Yes, I am. 

 

1- Eco-tourism is an exciting idea. It looks after the environment and 

helps local people. 

2- Eco-tourists don't like to travel by plane because of the pollution that 

planes cause. 

3- They stay in small, local hotels or pay to stay in people's houses. 

4- They like to learn about local wildlife projects and local culture. 

5- Here in Egypt, we have some very nice projects looking after the 

Coral reefs. 

6- Tourists come to the Red Sea and the guides tell them where they 

can dive 
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1- She wears a gold  …  …………….   around her neck. 

 (sunglasses  - necklace  - bracelet) 

2- I bought new swimming        .             to swim in the pool. 

 (scarfs  - shorts  - dress) 

3- I need to ………………… my coat and scarf because it's cold. 

(wears  - wear  - wore) 

4-                     to take your sunglasses to protect your eyes. 

(Remembering  - Remembers  - Remember) 

5- How about   …………..     some tomatoes? 

(buy  - buying  - buys) 

6- I went to the library                    a book. 

(borrow - to borrow - borrowing) 

7- Omar played tennis  

 (yesterday - next week - tomorrow). 

8- Amal used a pen                      her essay.  

(to write - writing - write)  

9- I didn't                      a racket last week. 

(buy - bought - buys) 

10- Galabeyas have                     but they are hidden. 

(gloves - pockets - glasses) 

11- Reem is wearing                     on her hands.  

(gloves - pockets - glasses) 

12- My shoes are made of  

(wood - glass - leather). 

13- …………………  makes us bags and shoes.  

(Shoemaker - Farmer - Engineer) 

2-Choose the correct word between two brackets : 
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14- He is                    He has no money 

(rich - poor - wealthy). 

15- I loved this meal. It's  

(delicious - bad - terrible). 

16- The shoemaker works in a  

 (ship - hospital - workshop) 

17- Our teacher is                     We all love him  

 (bad - unkind - kind).  

18- She has a                      skirt. 

(cotton, big - red, cotton - cotton, new) 

19- The girl bought a ………………… new hat. 

(green - small - old) 

20- I like your                     style. You look great. 

(bad - terrible - smart) 

21- The sombrero is a traditional Mexican 

(hat - jacket - skirt) 

22- We were                      a cake yesterday morning.  

(make - makes - making) 

23- What were you ...........        at 3 pm yesterday?  

(do - does - doing)  

24- This calendar is from the                      of Thutmose III. 

(home - island - reign) 

25-…………………   helps people learn about new cultures. 

(Pollution - Tourism - Diving) 

26- Eco-tourism helps to protect the …………………    

  (journey - pollution - wildlife) 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

http://b.smart/
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27- Eco-tourists can stay in camps and eco 

 (mountains - lodges - valleys). 

28- Taba is a part of  

 (Egypt - France - England) 

29- Local people in Taba are.............. 

 (bad - unkind - friendly). 

 30- There are                   fish, birds, and animals in Taba 

 (ugly - wonderful - bad)  

31- Nawamis                     is in Taba. 

  (village - city - town)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 I'll pack a it's cold at night. 3 

2 I wear gloves b striped. 4 

3 I need a sweater because c on my hand. 2 

4 My pajamas are d my suitcase. 1 

 

 

 

1 Galabeyas are a read books. 3 

2 We went to the park b to get good grades. 2 

3 Hazem studied hard c traditional Egyptian clothes. 1 

4 They went to the library to d to play with my friends 4 

 

1 

2 

B A 

A B 

  

  

  

  

3-Read and match from column ( A ) to column  ( B ) : 
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1 The shoemaker a he had no money. 2 

2 The shoemaker worked hard, 
but 

b beautiful shoes. 4 

3 We use leather c makes amazing shoes. 1 

4 The elves made d to make shoes. 3 

 

 

1 He wears a short- a in the winter. 4 

2 My tie is b different uniforms. 3 

3 The girls and boys have c sleeved shirt. 1 

4 We wear sweaters d light blue. 2 

 

 

1 We can go to the Tombs a the oldest part of Aswan. 4 

2 What were you b through the Nile. 3 

3 We can go on a felucca c of the Nobles through the 
desert. 

1 

4 Elephantine Island is d doing at 9 pm yesterday? 2 

 

 

1 Tourism damages historical a the Red Sea near a coral reef. 3 

2 Traveling by planes creates b places or monuments. 1 

3 A tourist was diving in c to many countries. 4 

4 Tourism is very important d too much carbon dioxide. 2 

 

 

1 Come and see the most a with local people. 3 

2 Eco-tourism works b fantastic wildlife in Egypt. 1 

3 Tourists can have a meal c comfortable huts. 4 

4 Stay in our d well  in Taba. 2 

 

 

5 
A B 

4 A B 

6 
A B 

7 
A B 

A B 
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    1- dress - striped - a - I - have. 

 

     2- want - do - What - you - know - to? 

 

3- the kitchen   -  I  -  a cake - went to - make - to. 

 

4- a racket - Tarek - tennis - bought  - play - to. 

 

5- shoes  -  every   -  Who  - night - made - the? 

 

6- workshop  -  around - danced - The elves - the. 

 

7- cut - the leather - The  - can  -  out  - shoemaker. 

 

      8- made - delicious - The - a - meal - wife. 

 

9- are - My - clothes - shirts - cotton - favorite. 

 

10- green, - She - dress - wears - cotton - a new,.  

 

11- wearing - These - Mexican - dresses - are - girls.  

 

12- leather - He - black, - shoes - made - new,.  

 

      13- is - from -The sunset - a felucca- fantastic. 

 

4-Reorder the following words to make a sentence: 

 

I have a striped dress. 

What do you want to know ? 

I went to make a cake in the kitcken . 

Tarek bought a racket to play tennis . 

Who made the shoes every night ? 

The elves danced around the workshop . 

The shoemaker can cut out the leather . 

The wife made a delicious meal . 

My favorite clothes are cotton shirts . 

She wears a new green cotton dress. 

These Mexican girls are wearing dresses . 

He made new,black, leather shoes . 

The sunset is fantastic from a felucca . 
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14- they - traveling - were - How? 

 

15- they - music - Were - to - listening? 

 

16- full - history - is - Island - Elephantine - of. 

 

17- tourism - normal - as comfortable - isn't - Eco - tourism - as. 

 

18- don't - Eco - tourists - like to - plane - by - travel.  

 

19- and - Eco - tourists - the environment - can - go - enjoy. 

 

20- very -The - friendly - are - people - local. 

 

21- can - in -Tourists - stay - eco - lodges. 

 

22- in Taba - eco - friendly - The huts - cool - are - and. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How were they traveling? 

Were they listening to music? 

Elephantine Island is full of history. 

Eco-tourism isn’t as comfortable as normal tourism. 

Eco-tourists don’t like to travel by plane. 

Eco-tourists can go and enjoy the environment. 

The local people are very friendly. 

Tourists can stay in eco-lodges. 

The huts are cool and eco-friendly in Taba. 
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A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, cord. 

1. The underlined pronoun "They" refers to 

(feasts - girls - dresses)  

2. People in Mexico wear                      to protect their faces from the sun. 

(gloves - dresses - hats) 

B. Answer the following questions. 

3. What is a sombrero? 

 

4. What are the different styles of sombrero? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 

1 

5- Read the text and answer the questions: 

 

  

  

Girls in Mexico are wearing traditional Mexican dresses. They're very 

colorful. There are lots of colorful stripes on the dresses. They wear them 

during feasts and celebrations. Mexican girls love bright colors. People in 

Mexico wear hats to protect their faces from the sun. It is called sombrero. 

It's a traditional Mexican hat. There're lots of different styles of sombrero. 

Some have got stripes, and some are very colorful. Some even have got 

gold and silver on them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once upon a time, a kind and honest shoemaker lived in town with his 

wife. They were very poor, but they were happy. The shoemaker worked 

hard, but he had no money. One night, the shoemaker was in his 

workshop. 

"Oh dear. I've got enough leather for one more pair of shoes. But I'm too 

tired to make them tonight. I'll cut the leather now and make the shoes in 

the morning", he said. The shoemaker cut out the leather and went to bed. 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

Sombrero is a traditional Mexican hat. 

Some sombreros have got stripes, and some are very colorful. Some even have 

got gold and silver on them. 
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A. Choose the correct answer. 

1- The shoemaker was a                    man. 

(big - small - kind)   

2- The shoemaker cut the                      to make shoes. 

(shop - town - leather)  

B. Answer the following questions: 

3- Where did the shoemaker live? 

 

4- Who lived with the shoemaker? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Choose the correct answer: 

1.The underlined word "wonderful" means. 

 (ugly - amazing - bad). 

2. There are lots of                      in Aswan so it's green. 

 (trees - buses - cars)  

B. Answer these questions: 

3. Summarize the first paragraph in one sentence. 

 

 

4. When did the writer and his family visit Aswan? 

 

 

 

 

3 

  

  

The shoemaker lived in town. 

  

  

There are a lot of wonderful places in Egypt. Aswan is one of these 

places. Aswan is a beautiful and calm place. There isn't much traffic, so 

it's quiet and the air is clean. There are no forests but there are lots of 

trees so it's quite green. 

Last summer, I visited Aswan with my family. We went to Elephantine  

Island by boat. It's a fantastic place. Elephantine Island is full of history.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The shoemaker lived with his wife. The shoemaker lived with his wife. 

Aswan is a wonderful historical place in Egypt. 

They visited Aswan last summer. 
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A. Choose the correct answer: 

1. The underlined word "fantastic" means. 

 (bad  -  wonderful -  boring). 

2. The eco-tourists can talk to the local people about their 

(sports   -  books  - culture). 

B Answer these questions: 

3. Summarize the first paragraph in one sentence. 

 

 

4. What kinds of animals can we find in Taba? 

 

 

 

 

1- which pajamas does she like 

 

2- the shoemaker and his wife are thankful 

 

3- we wear jackets when it's cold 

 

4- where did Yara go 

5 

  

  

6-Punctuate the following sentences: 

 

Which pajamas does she like? 

Taba is an excellent example of a part of Egypt where eco-tourism 

works well. You can find valleys, mountains, desert, and the sea there. 

You can find fantastic wildlife in Taba, like the Nubian ibex, and rare birds. 

This is very good for the eco-tourists because they can go and enjoy the 

environment. 

The local people are very friendly, so the eco-tourists can have a meal 

with them or talk to them about their culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

Eco- tourism works well in Taba. 

We can find the Nubian ibex, and rare birds in Taba. 

The shoemaker and his wife are thankful. 

We wear jackets when it's cold. 

Where did Yara go? 
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5 when did nader visit aswan 

 

6- you can find everything in taba 

 

 

 

 

" Clothes in Mexico " 

Ideas to help you: colorful - sombrero. 

 

 

 

 

 

“Elephantine Island" 

Ideas to help you: fantastic place - full of history. 

 

 

 

 

 

" Pros and cons of eco-tourism " 

Ideas to help you: local people - normal tourism. 

 

 

1 

           Mexican girls like wearing traditional dresses. There 

are lots of colorful stripes on the dresses Mexican girls love 

bright colors. People in Mexico wear hats to protect their 

faces from the sun. It is called a sombrero. There are lots of 

different styles of sombrero. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 

7- Write a paragraph of (40) words using the following elements: 

 

        Last week, we visited Elephantine Island It is a fantastic 

place. It's beautiful and calm. It is the oldest part of Aswan It 

is full of history. We saw the sunsets and went for long walks 

there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Eco- tourism is an exciting idea. It helps to protect wildlife. 

It looks after the environment. It helps local people. 

But eco-tourism isn't as comfortable as normal tourism. 

 

 

 
 

 

3 

When did Nader visit Aswan? 

You can find everything in Taba . 

? 
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 Write an email of about (40) words to your friend Ali about a trip to Al Fayoum. Your 

name is Adel and your email address is adel@gmail.com. Your friend's email address 

is ali@gmail.com. 

Guiding elements: 
 • What do you need? 

 • What will you do there? 

 

 

Write an email of about (40) words to your friend Tamer about perfect eco-tourism in 

Egypt. Your name is Gasser and your email address is gasser@gmail.com. Your 

friend's email address is tamer@gmail.com. 

Guiding elements: 

  - local people 

  - fantastic wildlife 

 

 

to  ali@gmail.com 

from  adel@gmail.com 

subject A trip to Al Fayoum 

 

Dear Ali, 
How are you and your family? 
I want to tell you about my trip to Al Fayoum. I will go to Al Fayoum next 
week. My brother Aser and Mom will go with me. We need to pack our 
suitcase. I will take my sneakers as we will walk around a lot. Also mom will 
take her gold necklace. 
See you soon. 
Lots of love, 
Adel 

to tamer@gmail.com 

from gasser@gmail.com. 

subject perfect eco-tourism in Egypt 

Hi Tamer, 
How are you?  
Taba is good for eco-tourism. We can find valleys, desert and the sea 
there. Eco-tourists can do different activities there. They can enjoy hiking 
and diving. They can stay in eco - lodges In Taba, local people are very 
friendly. 
 See you soon. 
Lots of love, 
Gasser  

4 
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Grade 5(connect)2023 

choose: 

1-we’ll………………..our sneakers. 

take took taking 
2-You need………………..to go to the pool. 

pajamas sweaters swimming shorts  

3-………………..about mybest seater? 

What Which Who  

4-A: ………………..I need my scarf?B:No,you won’t. 

Do will Have  

5-Women wear………………..around their necks. 

coats sweaters necklaces  

6-I went to the library………………..a book. 

borrow borrows to borrow  

7-Aseel used a pen ………………..her essay. 

write to write writes  

8-The………………..is one of the traditional Egyptian clothes. 

pocket crown galabeya  
9-She bought a new dress to………………..for a birthday party. 

wears wearing wear  

10-Anas has a small………………..so he can’t put money in it. 

pocket belt crown  

11-A:Why did ola go to the library?B:To………………..books. 

reads read reading  

12-The galabeya is a long white………………..that is very popular in Egypt. 

robe belt pocket  

13-The Nile………………..looks like a triangle. 

valley depression delta  

14-When it’s hot.I wear……………….. 

shoes a jacket shorts  

15-Ahmed left the park………………..the train. 



 

to catch catch catching  

16-Sculptures were made by the……………….. 

rock wind soil  

17-It………………..be very sunny tomorrow. 

is does will  

18-There is………………..to see in Elephantine island. 

lot a lots lots  

19-We visited the………………..of Philae. 

tower temple garden  

20-We can………………..for long walks. 
play look go  

21-The elephantine Island is………………..of history. 

full fall fill  

22-We enjoyed watching the………………..at6 p.m in Aswan. 

sunrise sunburn sunset  

23-These coins are expensive because they are……………….. 

rare terrible poor  

24-The cat………………..drinking milk. 

were was are  

25-We were………………..a great time at the park. 

have had having  

26-………………..the boys playing football? 

was football is  
27-At 12 am,I………………..studying.I was sleeping. 

was not were not is not  

28-We keep the plants warm in a glass……………….. 

house planet greenhouse  

29-The temperature in the desert isn’t………………..for us to live. 

suitable hot terrible  

30-scientists think that people are causing………………..change. 

weather climate greenhouse  

31-Factories produce too many greenhouse……………….. 



 

results blankets gases  

32-Eco-tourists like to travel………………..bikes. 

in by at  

33-tourists come to the red sea to……………….. 

drink drive dive  

34- Eco-tourists like to learn about……………….. 

energy wildlife sequence  

35-Eco-tourists don’t like to travel by plane because of the….that planes 
cause. 

pollution journey pros  

36-There are many coral………………..in the red sea. 

loaves leaves reefs  

37-Farmers………………..their plants every day. 

water drink burn  

38-I don’t like this garden,It’s dirty and……………….. 

delicious messy glad  

39-We need to take out the………………..to keep the plants healthy. 

weeks soil weeds  

40-I like to………………..friends on facebook. 

do make give  

41-It was a………………..to get nice presents on my birthday. 
surprise community healthy  

42-Take out these plants,They are……………….. 

kind glad harmful  

43-In Taba,you can stay in……………….. 

tourists eco-lodges tourism  

44-The buildings in Taba are……………….. 

fascintating kind friendly  

45-Taba is a/an………………..eco-resort. 

round harmful excellent  

46-Eco-tourists inTaba can enjoy diving, ………………..and camping. 

hiking building writing  



 

47-Hurghada is a/an……………….. 

tourism eco-resort tourist  

48-While they………………..,their father came. 

playing are playing were playing  

49-Their father………………..where they were playing. 

come came coming  

50-What………………..you having? 

was were am  

51-I go to school………………..foot. 

on in by  
52-she goes to school ………………..her car. 

in on by  

53-I go to school………………..car. 

by in on  

54-we go to school………………..our bus. 

by in on  

 

Rearrange the following: 

1 cool-They are-really. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

2 pack-my-I’ll-T-shirt-favorite. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

3 bought-some-He-pajamas-striped. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

4 took-She-umbrella-a-spotted. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

5 grows-Delta-Cotton-Nile-in the. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

6 help-you-me-Can? 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

7 to-the-tarek-went-shops. 



 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

8 from-are-cotton-made-Galabeyas. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

9 gloves-Hazem-his-to-hands-wears-protect. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

10 tidied-I-yesterday-room-my. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

11 a delicious-His-made-meal-wife. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

12 and-amazed-wife-The shoemaker-were-his. 
 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

13 and-The shoemaker-wife-lived-happily-his. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

14 my-I-uniform-like-school. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

15 wears-My-shoes-leather-pair of-a new-sister. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

16 bought-Hisham’s father-a white-galabeya-cotton. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

17 girls-bright-Mexican-colors-love. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

18 has-many-Fayoum-lakes. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 
19 need-a coat-Will-and-I-a scarf? 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

20 did-pack-What-for-you-the holiday? 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

21 is-Egypt-capital-Cairo-the-of. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

22 out-weeds-Maged-took-the. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

23 seeds-planted-fruit-They-vegetables-and. 



 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

24 plants-keep-He-to-watered-the-healthy-them. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

25 friennds-other-He-people-made-with-the. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

26 an-Taba-excellent-is-eco-resort. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

27 can-wildlife-find-fantastic-Taba-in-you. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

28 camps-stay-can-Eco-tourists-in. 
 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

29 are-the-fascinating-buildings. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

30 I-playing-was-While-came-,she. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Punctuate: 
1 does mostafa makes a lot of friends 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

2 it s dirty and messy 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

3 how does eco-tourism help Egypt 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

4 tourists come to the red sea to dive 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

5 we won t need to take sweaters 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

6 how many t-shirts did salwa order 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 

7 do you like your school uniform,anas 

 …………………………………………………………………………………. 



 

1- Write a paragraph of seven sentences: 
“  your school uniform  “ 

 we have a beautiful uniform.Boys wear blue trousers.Girls 

wear blue skirts.Boys wear a white shirt.Girls wear a white 

shirt.we like our school uniform. 

2- Write a paragraph of seven sentences: 

“  My city Aswan  “ 
 
My city is a good city.There is lots to see.It has 

museums.There’s no traffic.It’s very quiet.I love my city. 

 
 
 

Mr/Muhammad Hamed Basha 
Youtube:محمد حامد باشا(Easy English) 

A teacher of English 
01201797593 
01022565395 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Read and match: 

1 which pajamas a very sunny. 
2 Will I need b I need? 

3 It will be c does aser pack? 

4 What else do d his suitcase tomorrow. 

5 He’ll pack e a coat and a scarf. 

  f  
 

 
Read and match: 

1 Noha’s wearing a to protect our eyes. 

2 Galabeyas are b a crown on her hand. 

3 we wear sunglasses c usually made from cotton. 
4 The shoemaker’s shoes d different uniforms in my school. 

5 Boys and Girls have e were amazing. 

 
Read and match: 

1 Eco-tourism a camping in the desert. 

2 we travelled to the island b in the red sea. 

3 tourists dive c looks after the environment. 

4 I was d and messy. 

5 The community garden was 
dirty 

e by boat. 

 
Read and match: 

1 At 6 am,Mona was a to understand the lsesson. 

2 Greenhouse gases are b running fast? 

3 We were trying c getting up. 

4 Was Ali d goes up. 
5 The earth’s temperature e gases like carbon dioxide. 

  f  



 

Fill in the gaps: 

stretches-triangle-fertile 

The Nile Delta is in lower Egypt.It’s the ……………….soil between the two 
branches of the Nile.It……………….from Alexandria to port said and it 
looks like a………………. 

 
cool-white-jacket 

My favorite clothes are T-shirts and shorts.I have a green……………….I also 
like my……………….cotton socks.They are my favorite because they are 
really………………. 

 
Nile-capital-modern 

We live in cairo.It’s the……………….of Egypt.It’s a……………….city in lower 
Egypt.There’s the……………….It runs through the country until it reaches 
the Mediterranean sea in the north. 

 
missing-How-fine 

Heba:Hi Mona! 

Mona:Hi Heba! ………………are you? 

Heba:I’m………………thank you. 

Mona:I’m………………you. 

Heba:Me,too. 

 
history-island-lots 

The Elephatine island………………is a fantastic place.It is full 
of………………You can travel to it by boat.There’s………………to see. 

 
environment-pros-comfortable 

There are……………and cons of Eco-tourism.Eco-tourism helps 
the…………….But it is not as……………as normal tourism. 
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1)Listen and complete: 

      Maged: (1) ……………… are you doing ? 

Ali: I’m  (2) ………………….my suitcase. 

 Maged: Will you (3) ……………….. to pack you t-shirt ? 

Ali:Yes, I (4) …………………… 

      Mariam: (1) ……………… you help me with Egyptian clothes, Mazen ? 

Mazen: Yes, of   (2) …………………. 

 Mariam: (3) ……………….. do you usually wear ? 

Mazen:I usually wear T- shirt and (4) ……………………. 

       Hany: (1) What does the food ……………… show, Huda ? 

Haidy: It shows how plants and animals get their  (2) …………………. 

Hany: How do  (3) ……………….. get their energy? 

 Haidy: Plants are (4) …………………… They get their energy from the sun. 

       Adel: Can you tell me about traditional Egyptian (1) ………………? 

Samir: Oh, (2) ………………….Many men wear galabeya. 

 Adel: It  (3) ……………….. very cool to wear. 

Samir:  Yes, it’s cool because it made from (4) …………………… 

      Sandy: (1) Where did you ………………, Walaa ? 

Walaa: I went to Elphantine (2) ………………….with my family. 

 Sandy: Did you  (3) ……………….. it ?    

Walaa: Yes, I did. We had a lot of  (4) ……………………. 

       Laila: (1) What is the ………………, Sally ? 

Sally: I’m feeling  (2) …………………. I can’t do my homework. 

Laila: Oh, (3) ……………….. can I help you? 

Sally: (4) I have to ……………………. the greenhouse effect. 

3 

2 

1 

4 

6 

5 
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       Ahmed: (1) How does  ……………… help many countries ? 

Mona : It gives jobs for  (2) …………………. people. 

Ahmed: How does eco-tourism help many (3) ………………... 

 Mona: It looks after the  (4) ……………………. 

       Malek: Ashraf,  (1) ……………… are you ? 

Ashraf: I’m on the Elephantine island in  (2) ………………….. 

Malek: Is it exciting  (3) ……………….. to visit ? 

Ashraf: Oh, yes and there’s  (4) …………………….to see in  

      Maged: (1)What jobs did people in  ……………… Egypt have ? 

Ali: They worked as fishermen, bakers, doctors ,and  (2) ………………….. 

 Maged: What was the most (3) ……………….. job ?  

Ali:Yes, Farmers were very important for Ancients Egypt’s (4) …………………… 

      Mariam: (1) ……………… you want to be , Mazen ? 

Mazen: I want to be a tour   (2) …………………. 

 Mariam: What (3) ……………….. a tour guide do ? 

Mazen: He shows historical places to  (4) ……………………. 

       Hany: (1) ……………… tour guides important ? 

Haidy:   (2) …………………., they are 

Hany: (3) ……………….. ? 

 Haidy: Tour guides  (4) …………………… tourists the country they are visiting. 

       Adel: What’s an (1) ………………? 

Samir: It’s all the  (2) …………………., plants, and rocks in a place. 

 Adel: Is there an ecosystem in the  (3) ……………….. ? 

Samir:  Yes, there are many different animals and (4) …………………… 

 

 

 

 

7 

8 

11 

10 

9 

12 
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2)Read and match: 

 (A) (B) 
1 You should  (          )  I’m packing my t-shirt. 

2 Take your sunglasses  (          )   Yes, he will. 

3 What are you doing ? (          )   to Cairo tomorrow. 

4 Will he need a jacket ? (          )   it will be sunny today. 

5 I can’t wait to go  (          )   pack your suitcase. 

 

 (A) (B) 
1 Wind erosion is when the wind (          )  country. 

2 Fayoum Depression is   (          )   sculptures ? 

3 The Nile Delta stretches from   (          )  changes or destroys something. 

4 What made the    (          )   a very special place. 

5 Egypt is a very beautiful  (          )   Alexandria to port said. 

 

 (A) (B) 
1 Can you help me, Fares ? (          )  to buy clothes. 

2 Do you wear galabeyas for Eid ?  (          )   Oh, sure. 

3 The sleeves are long (          )   wear for festival ? 

4 Ali went to the shopping mall ….  (          )   Yes, I do. 

5 What do you usually (          )   so I don’t get sunburned. 

 

 (A) (B) 
1 20 × 10 (          )  600. 

2 The shoemaker’s job is to  (          )   they’re made of leather. 

3 30 × 20 (          )  were so poor. 

4 What are the shoes made of?  (          )   200. 

5 The shoemaker and his wife  (          )  make shoes. 

 

 (A) (B) 
1 The Red Sea lies on  (          )  in the forest. 

2 There are fossils of whales  (          )   on a holiday? 

3 There are many trees  (          )   Egypt’s east coast. 

4 Are you going   (          )   in Wadi El- Rayan. 

5 She was travelling   (          )   by boat to the island. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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 (A) (B) 
1 The sunsets are fantastic  (          )   She went to the elephantine island. 

2 The Nubian houses are  (          )   Tombs of Nobles. 

3 We’re going to walk to the (          )   I feel sad. I didn’t do my homework. 

4 Where did Nagwa go ? (          )   particularly from a felucca. 

5 What’s the matter?  (          )   brightly decorated. 

 

 (A) (B) 
1 Why are you sad ? (          )  the wildlife. 

2 Were you playing football ?   (          )   by plane. 

3 Eco- tourists look after    (          )  Because I didn’t win the game. 

4 Tourism gives jobs for  (          )   Yes, I was. 

5 Eco- tourists don’t like to travel (          )   local people. 

 

 (A) (B) 
1 We give fruits and vegetables to (          )  with my friends. 

2 I went ice skating  (          )   because plants die. 

3 He watered the plants everyday (          )   to keep them healthy 

4 Animals may lose their food  (          )   older people in the community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 

7 

8 
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3)Read and fill in the gaps with words from the list: 

 

    Egypt is a very beautiful (1) ….........……….... The Nile runs  (2) ….....…......….. the country until 

it reaches the Mediterranean Sea in the (3) ….........…….. Cairo is the (4) …...........…….. of Egypt. 

It’s a modern city in  (5) ….........………….….. of Eygpt. 

  

    Many men wear the (1) ….............…............. This is the long white (2) ….....….....…... It looks 

really  (3) …...........…….. to wear. It’s cool because it’s made from  (4) …...................…….....  . 

The sleeves are long so you don’t get  (5) ….........…………….. 

 

    Over times, the wind blows sand and  (1) ….................….. against the rocks. The rocks 

change  their  (2) …...…....….. After many years the wind and sand turn the rocks into beautiful  

(3) …...................…….. There (4) ….............……... any sculptures million of years (5) …..........…….. 

 

     Mai is on the Elephantine  1) ...........… and it’s the most fantastic place ! It’s in (2) ...…..…..... 

and there’s a lot to see. Yesterday, I was travelling by (3) …..............…….. with my friends. We 

were trying to (4) …..............…….. the Elephantine name. We think it’s the  (5) ….........……... 

 

     1) …................... gases are important to keep our planet at the suitable (2) ...…..............…..... 

for life. 100 years ago, the (3) …………........…... was getting a little warmer. But over the past 

20 years, changes are happening (4) …...................... Scientists think that people are causing 

(5) …...........................… change. 

 

     1) ….............. can be helpful to many countries. It gives jobs for (2) ...…............... people. It 

help people to learn about (3) …..........…...Sometimes, Tourism can damage the (4) …........…….. 

places and monuments. Tourism can (5) ….........……..... carbon dioxide from plane journeys. 

 

     Yesterday, I went to a community 1) ….............. with my family. The garden was dirty and  

(2) ...…............... We  (3) ….............….. the soil and planted fruit and vegetables (4) …........………. 

I  (5) ….........…….. new friends at the community garden. 

 capital _ north  _  country _ lower _through 
1

= 

 sunburned _ galabeya  _  cotton _ robe _cool 

 Small stones _ shape  _weren’t  _ ago _ sculptures 

 understand _ shape  _  island _ Aswan _boat 

 climate _ faster  _  temperature _ Greenhouses _Earth 

3

= 

2

= 

4

= 

5

= 

 Tourism _ cultures  _  local _ historical _create 

6

= 

 messy _ dug  _  make _ seeds _garden 

7

= 
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4)Choose the correct answer : 

1)  We need to ……………………. our suitcase for our holiday. 
a pack b packed c packing d packs 
2)  I will pack my blue………………. It’s cold outside. 
a t-shirt b sweater c shorts d skirt 
3)  Mona take her ……………… necklace. 
a gold b plastic c wood d metal 
4)  There’s  a pool in the club. Take your ……………. 
a pajamas  b swimming shorts c t-shirt d sneakers 
5)  Will he .................... a coat and scarf ?                                     
a need b needed c needs d needing 
6)  I need............... pack my green T-shirt.                                                
a two  b toe  c to  d too  
7)  I  ......................pack my blue sweater.                                                 
a will b wall c woll d wills 
8)  They ..................take their coats. It's cold outside.                            
a shouldn’t b should c can d can’t 
9)  ……………….. is the capital of Egypt. 
a Cairo b Aswan c Luxor d Giza 
10)  The Red Sea lies on Egypt’s………………. coast. 
a south b north c east d west 
11)  Wadi El-Rayan is a home to many...................... 
a birds  b birds & animals c animals d fish 
12)  It will ......................cool at night. You'll need a sweater.                  
a is b am c are d be 
13)  We can see some amazing......................in the white desert. 
a seas b turtles c towers d sculptures 
14)  Sudan lies to the………………. of Egypt. 
a south b north c east d west 
15)  Yesterday, My mother went to the kitchen and ……………….. a delicious cake. 
a make b made c makes d making 
16)  I bought a pen to…………………. it at the school. 
a use b using c uses d used 
17)  Mariam went to the supermarket …………………….milk. 
a buy b bought c to buy d buying 
18)  My brother can't .........to go to Cairo tomorrow.                            
a waits b waiting c wait d waited 
19)  The chair and table are made.................wood 
a of b from c in d at 
20)  A: Will Mai need to pack her suitcase?               B: No, she ................       
a will b wall c won’t d wills 
21)  A: Will you need to pack your suitcase?  B: Yes, I ................         
a will b wall c won’t d wills 
22)  I have got a …………………. shirt . it’s lined white and red. 
a spotted b stripped c strips d stroke 
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23)  Do you like t-shirts with long…………………. 
a necks b sleeves c heads d wings 
24)  …………….. I try these pair of shoes? 
a Can b Can’t  c Wills d Woulds 
25)  Sally ........................to school yesterday.                                          
a walk b walked  c walking d walks 
26)  A:..................do you like to wear in the summer?       B:I like to wear T-shirts. 
a What  b Where c When d Who 
27)  The shoemaker and his wife were ......................                           
a car b eat c rich d poor 
28)  The shoemaker made.......................shoes.                                  
a leather small  b small leather c small cotton d cotton small 
29)  Dad bought me a ......................... galabeya.                                 
a new white   b white new c old white d white old 
30)  The ………………. cuts the leather and makes beautiful shoes. 
a doctor b vet c shoemaker d elves 
31)  My scarf are made ............................. cotton.                              
a of b from c off d at 
32)  50 × 20 = ……………………. 
a 2000 b 1000 c 10000 d 100 
33)  22× 10= ……………………. 
a 22 b 220 c 2200 d 2222 
34)  My.................. trousers are very beautiful.                           
a old ,linen, white  b old, white, linen c white, old, linen d linen, old, white 
35)  .................... mom pack the suitcase, yesterday ?                      
a Do  b Did c Does d Doing 
36)  I also like the new.................... shirt. 
a cotton pink   b pink cotton c pink metal d metal pink 
37)  ………………. is a good land to grow plants and crops. 
a flow b canal c seeds d fertile 
38)  Sally is wearing ………………. dress. It has black and white dots نقاط   . 
a spotted b stripped c strips d stroke 
39)  The Nile Delta is in the…………………. of Egypt. 
a lower b upper c center  d middle 
40)  …………………..erosion is when water, wind, break down the soil. 
a Water b Soil c Wind d Air 
41)  They  .................... learning maths yesterday at 10.pm.                     
a was b were c is d am 
42)  A:............. he playing football yesterday at 6 pm?  B:Yes, he was. 
a Was b Were c Am d Are 
43)  The temperature of the earth ………………… because of climate change. 
a goes up b goes down c stops d starts  
44)  ………………. Is made of glass. 
a bikes b greenhouse c house d hotel  
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45)  The greenhouse ……………… work like a blanket. 
a solids b liquids c gases d minerals  
46)  I feel worried. I can’t ……………… my homework. 
a does b do c make d makes 
47)  A: ................ is the problem?     B: I can't do my homework.         
a Where  b Who c What d Which 
48)  A: ............. …… do you play football ?   B: Because it’s my favourite.                                                   
a Where  b What c Why d Which 
49)  Gases in the atmosphere keep the earth………………………. 
a cool b warm c bad d good 
50)  .................. they studying science ?                                                     
a Was b Were c Am d Are 
51)  My brother was .................yesterday at 9pm.                            
a swiming  b swims c swimming d swim 
52)  Tourism gives jobs for …………………. people. 
a easy b good c local d bad 
53)  ……………. helps people learn about new cultures. 
a Tourist b Tourism  c environment d zoo 
54)  Eco – tourism looks after the ……………… 
a environment b school c garage d house 
55)  Eco – tourists don’t like to travel by …………….. because of the pollution planes cause. 
a cars b cats c bus d planes 
56)  Tourists come to the Red Sea to preserve ………………… 
a animals b coral reefs c fish d birds 
57)  One of eco- tourism cons is “ it’s not ………………….. as normal tourism”. 
a easy b difficult c comfortable d bad 
58)  One of eco- tourism pros is “ it looks………………….. historical monuments. 
a up b for c after d in 
59)  (5, 10 , 15, 20 , 25 , 30 , 35 , 40) in this sequence we add ………………….. 
a 10 b 5 c 12 d 50 
60)  (48, 42,36, 30, 24, 18, 12, 6, 0 ) in this sequence we subtract  ………………….. 
a 10 b 9 c 3 d 6 
61)  A: ………………….. does eco-tourism help the environment?         B: It helps local people.                     
a How  b What c Why d Which 
62)  Plane journey makes too much ………………….. 
a oxygen b methane  c carbon dioxide d carbon 
63)  Eco- tourism is………………….. for the environment. 
a bad b harmful c good d sad 
64)  A………………….. can tell you where you dive to see coral reefs. 
a teacher b vet c engineer d guide 
65)  Maged ………………. friends with other people at the community garden. 

a does b helps c makes d doing 
66)  He ………………….. the plants everyday to keep them healthy. 
a eaten  b watered c drink d wash 
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67)  My brother eat ice- cream. His………………….. hurts. 
a neck b nose c throat d ear 
68)  The farmer take the ……………..weeds from the farm. 
a bad b harmful c good d sad 
69)  My sister loved the garden and she was ………………. to help her father. 
a good b glad c sad d angry 
70)  ……………… means untidy and dirty. 
a clean b good c healthy d messy 
71)  They ..........playing tennis yesterday. They were reading books. 
a were  b wasn't c weren't d isn’t 
72)  The climate is getting hotter..............hotter.                                  
a but  b and c so d for 
73)  Was he having lunch......................at 3pm?                                     
a now  b then c yesterday d not 
74)  A:............. is the matter ?                  B: I can't play well.                
a How  b What c Why d Which 
75)  Elephantine ………………….. is in Aswan. 
a house b temple c island d city 
76)  ……………… are bad for the Earth. 
a green house b greenhouse gases c oxygen d calcuim 
77)  .................... they going to walk to the Tombs ?                              
a Was b Were c Am d Are 
78)  ……………….. can cause climate change. 
a Birds b Animals  c Humans d Snakes 
79)  A: Was she playing tennis ?      B: No, she....................                 
a were  b was c wasn't d am 
80)  Yesterday at 2pm , Manal .....................in the kitchen.            
a was cooking  b cooks c cooked d cooking 
81)  A: Why were you happy ?                    B:……………….. my dad won the game. 
a and b because c for d as 
82)  You can find fantastic ………….. in Taba. 
a house b birds c island d wildlife 
83)  Eco-tourists in Taba enjoy diving, ………………. and camping. 
a playing b hiking c eating d watching 
84)  Eco- tourists can stay in camps and …………………… 
a houses b nests c eco-lodges d hotel 
85)  Greenhouses gases stops the …………………… from going out of the Earth. 
a heat b hot c hat d light 
86)  We can grow…………………. plants in the greenhouses. 
a English  b old c tropical d bad 
87)  What ………………… the children doing yesterday? 
a were  b was c wasn't d am 
88)  We were ................... to understand the "Elephantine".                  
a trying b tring c tries d try 
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89)  We're going to spend ................... 
a nice time b time nice c a time nice d an nice time  
90)  She wore a..................... cotton T-shirt. 
a leather b green c greet d  
91)  Mazen  ........................to school yesterday 
a walk  b walked c walking d walks 
92)  These shoes are made ....................... leather. 
a off  b from c of d so 
93)  They ..................take their sunglasses. It's sunny outside 
a should b shouldn’t c can d can’t 
94)  You should ..................... your pajamas. 
a pack b packs c packing d packed 
95)  My brother..................... wait to go to Cairo tomorrow 
a can b was c can’t d wasn’t 
96)  He went to the supermarket to .......................... cheese. 
a buy b bought c buying d buys 
97)  I walked to the park and……………………… tennis. 
a play b plays c playing d played 
98)  The shoemaker’s wife had made him a delicious ……………….. 
a fish b meat c meal d meet 
99)  The sleeves are so long , so you can’t …………………. burned. 
a get b gets c getting d got 
100)  The galabeya has hidden ………………  
a basket b pockets c box d boxer 
101)  In Egypt’s White Desert, you can see amazing……………………. 
a sand b sand dunes c sculptures d camels 
102)  The Nile Valley is on the ………………. of the River Nile. 
a house b band  c banks d office 
103)  ………………. a waterway made by humans. 
a river b canal c sea d lake 
104)  The Fayoum Depression has fossils of……………………. 
a sharks b whales c cats d lions 
105)  The Red Sea lies on Egypt’s ……………….. coast. 
a east b west c north d south 
106)  We need to pack our suitcases for a …………………….. 
a go b walk c holiday d meeting 
107)  ………………………. you give me some information. 
a Can b Coulds c Was d Were 
108)  A: What would you like to…………………… in summer ?     B: I’d like to wear a t-shirt. 
a wearing b wore c wears d wear 
109)  Students wear……………. when we go to school. 
a shirts b shorts c uniform d trousers 
110)  Boys wear a pale ……………………… shirt. 
a gold blue b cotton blue c blue cotton d blue gold 
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5)Read the passage and then answer the questions : 

Egypt is a beautiful country. The Nile runs through the country until it reaches the 

Mediterranean Sea in the north. Cairo is the capital of Egypt. It’s a modern city in lower of 

Egypt.  Libya lies in the west, and Sudan lies to the south. The Red Sea lies in the east. 

A)Tick ( true ) or ( false):                                                                                      True               False 

1) Egypt is a beautiful country.                                                                     (               )     (               ) 

2) Sudan lies to the south of Egypt.                                                             (               )     (               ) 

3) The Nile runs through the country until it reaches the Red Sea.       (               )     (               ) 

B)Answer the following questions: 

1)Where is Libya ? ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2)What is the capital of Egypt ?………………………………………………………. 

The Nile Delta is in Lower Egypt. About 20 kilometers north of Cairo. The Nile River spreads 

out into two branches. These two branches flow toward Mediterranean Sea. The Nile Delta is 

the fertile soil between the two branches of the Nile. It stretches from Alexandria to Port Said 

and it looks like a triangle. 

A)Choose the correct answer: 

1) The Nile Delta is in (top – lower – upper ) Egypt.                                               

2) The Nile Delta stretches from Alexandria to (Port Said – Giza – Cairo ). 

3) The Nile Delta looks like a  ( triangle – circle – squares). 

B)Answer the following questions: 

1)Where is the Nile Delta ? ……………………………………………………………………….. 

2)How many branches of the Nile River ?………………………………………………………. 

In Egypt's White Desert, you can see some amazing sculptures. There weren't any sculptures 

millions of years ago. Here is how they were made. Over time, the wind blows sand and 

small stones against the rocks. The rocks change shape. After many years, the wind and sand 

turn the rocks into beautiful sculptures. So, no one has ever made these sculptures. They 

were made by nature. 

A)Tick ( true ) or ( false):                                                                                      True               False 

1) In Egypt's White Desert, you can see some amazing rocks.                (               )     (               ) 

2) The rocks don’t change shape.                                                                 (               )     (               ) 

3) Sculptures were made by nature.                                                            (               )     (               ) 

B)Answer the following questions: 

1)What happened after many years ? ……………………………………………………………………….. 

2)Who has ever made these sculptures ? …………………………………………………………….. 

2

= 

3

= 
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The Nile Valley is the area of land on the banks of the Nile River. It is very good for growing 

crops like wheat, dates, and beans. Many people say that the Nile Valley is like a lotus flower 

- the river and the river banks are the stem of the flower, and the Nile Delta is the flower.  

A)Choose the correct word: 

 1) The Nile Valley is very good for growing crops like wheat and ( cats – dates – flowers ). 

 2) Many people say that the Nile Valley is like a lotus (flower – tree – plants ).  

3) The river banks are the stem of the flower ( leaf – stem – flower ).  

B) Answer the following questions:  

 4)What does the Nile Delta look like ?............................................ 

 5)Where is the Nile Valley ? ……………………………………………………………………………. 

The Fayoum Depression is in the Western Desert of Egypt. It is an area of land that is low 

below sea level. It was made by wind erosion about 1.8 million years ago. It is connected to 

the Nile River by the Bahr Youssef canal. This means there is water here, so it is a green place 

where many plants grow. 

A)Tick ( true ) or ( false):                                                                                      True               False 

1) The Fayoum Depression is in the Western Desert of Egypt.              (               )     (               ) 

2) It was made by soil erosion about 1.8 million years ago.                   (               )     (               ) 

3) a green place where many plants grow.                                               (               )     (               ) 

B)Answer the following questions: 

1)How does the Fayoum Depression connect to the Nile river ? ……………………..…………………….. 

2) Is there a water in the Fayoum Depression  ? …………………………………………………………….. 

 

Greenhouse gases are important to our planet because they keep suitable temperature for 

life. Scientists think that people are causing climate change. We produce too many 

greenhouse gases through factories, transportation, building things, and livestock farming.  

 

The greenhouse gases now keep more of the sun's heat inside the Earth, and stop this heat 

from going back to the space. So the Earth's temperature goes up. Greenhouse gases are 

gases like carbon dioxide, water vapor, and methane.  

A)Tick ( true ) or ( false):                                                                                      True               False 

1) Scientists think that animals are causing climate change.                   (               )     (               ) 

2) We produce greenhouse gases through livestock farming.                (               )     (               ) 

3) Greenhouse gases are gases like methane.                                           (               )     (               ) 

B)Answer the following questions: 

1)What do the greenhouses gases keep ? ………………………………………………………………………….. 

2)What do scientists think  ? ………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4

= 

5

= 

6

= 
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Taba is an excellent example of a part of Egypt where eco-tourism works well. You can find  

valleys, mountains, desert, and the sea there. You can find fantastic wildlife in Taba, like the 

Nubian ibex, and rare birds. 

This is very good for the eco-tourists because they can go and enjoy the environment. The 

local people are very friendly, so the eco-tourists can have a meal with them or talk to them 

about their culture. 

A)Choose the correct word: 

 1) Taba is an excellent example of a part of ( Libya – Sudan – Egypt). 

 2) You can find fantastic(animals – trees – wildlife) in Taba. 

3) The local people are very (friendly – angry – bad ).  

B) Answer the following questions:  

 4)What are the fantastic wildelife in Taba ?............................................ 

 5)What you can find in Taba ? ……………………………………………………………………………. 

 
Tourism can be helpful to many countries. It gives jobs for local people, and it can help 

people to learn about new cultures. Sometimes, tourism can be bad for many countries. 

Tourism can damage the natural environment and historical places, or monuments. Tourism 

can also create too much carbon dioxide from plane journeys. Many people are trying eco-

tourism, because it looks after the environment and the people. 

A)Tick ( true ) or ( false):                                                                                      True               False 

1) Tourism can be helpful to many countries.                                            (               )     (               ) 

2) Sometimes, tourism can be bad for many countries.                           (               )     (               ) 

3) Tourism can’t damage the natural environment.                                  (               )     (               ) 

B)Answer the following questions:  

1)How can tourism be helpful to many countries ………………………………………………………………….. 

2)Why are many people trying eco- tourism  ? ………………………………………………………………………. 

Maged's mom invited him to go to the community garden with her. At first, he didn't like it. 

It was dirty and messy, and he thought he didn't like plants. But Maged is a kind boy and he 

went to help his mom. Together, they worked in their part of the garden. They dug the soil. 

He and his mom planted their vegetable and fruit seeds. 

A)Choose the correct word: 

 1) Maged's ( sister – dad – mom) invited him to go to the community garden. 

 2) The garden was dirty and (messy – good – bad). 

3) He and his mom planted their vegetable and fruit (leaves – stems – seeds).  

B) Answer the following questions:  

 4)who invited Maged to go to the community garden ?............................................ 

 5)Is Maged a kind boy? Why ? ……………………………………………………………………………. 

8

= 

7

= 

9

= 
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6)Read and rearrange to make a correct sentence : 

1) to  _ go _ I _ to _ Cairo _ can’t _ wait . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2) He _ his _ pack _ needs _ to _ suitcase. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3) she _ What _ is _ doing ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4) You _ should _ pack _ your _ t-shirt. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5) pack _ need to _ Will _ you _ sweater _ your ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6) country _ beautiful _ Egypt _  a very _ is .  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7) Cairo _ Egypt _ capital _ of _ the _ is. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

8) the biggest_ waterfalls _ The Fayoum _ has _ Depression . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

9) west _ the _ lies to _ Libya _ Egypt _of . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

10) The Nile _ branches _ two _ River _ spreads out _ into.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

11) a triangle _ The Nile _ like _ looks _ Delta . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

12) the_ banks_ of _ the Nile River _ on  _ The Nile Valley _ is. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

13) the _ Western Desert _ Depression _ is _ The Fayoum _ in 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

14) made_ of  _ sculptures _ the _ What _ are ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

15) sea _ to _ swim  _ the _ went _ My brother _ to . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

16) eat   _ often _ do _ What _ you ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
17) east   _ coast_ on _ lies _ Egypt’s _ The Red Sea. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
18) Can _ me _ give _ you  _ some_ information ? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
19) Do _ with _ long  sleeves _ you _ like _ t-shirts. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
20) shoemaker _ Two _ the _ helped _ elves _ little. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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21) Who _ every _ night _ shoes _ the _ made.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

22) Go _ buy _ and _ more _ some _ leather. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

23) The shoemaker _ for _ new clothes _ made _ the_ elves. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

24) Mariam _ is _ a _ wearing _ new_ dress _ red_ cotton.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

25) eat _fish _ We _ to _ going _ are. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

26) There _ are _ in _ two _ seas_ Egypt. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

27) galabeya  _ is _ of _ cotton_ made _ The . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

28) She _ football _ played _ yesterday . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

29) were _ you _ doing _ at _ What _ 7pm_ yesterday ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

30) Were _ eating _ they _ lunch ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

31) What _ matter _ the _ is ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

32) to _ shine _sun’s light_ the _ allow _ The _ greenhouse gases. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

33) boat _ by _ We _ the island _ to _ were_ travelling. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

34) are _ What _ used _ greenhouses _ for? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

35) The _ goes up _ greenhouses _ make _ the _ temperature.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

36) environment _ How _ help _ does _ the _ eco-tourism ? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
37) environment _ for _ Tourism _ is _ the _ harmful . 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
38) sleeping _ was _ her_ in _ She_ bedroom. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
39) of _ Taba _ is _ Egypt_ an excellent _ part  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

40) change _ People _ causing_ are _ climate  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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7)Write a paragraph of (30 – 40  ) words using: 

(family_ pack _sweater _ pajamas _ bus ) 

“My trip to Al- Fayoum” 
……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………

……………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………………………

……………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………………………………………

……………….……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………… 

(country _ north _ capital _ west_ garden) 

“Geography of Egypt” 
……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………

……………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………………………

……………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………………………………………

……………….……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………… 

(looks after _ hotels _coral _ culture ) 

“Eco-tourism” 
……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………

……………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………………………

……………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………………………………………

……………….……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………… 

      (Earth _ people _ gases _ methane ) 

“Climate change” 
……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………

……………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………………………

……………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………………………………………

……………….……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………… 

(went_ elephantine _museum  _ felucca ) 

“A trip to  Aswan” 
……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………

……………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………………………

……………………………….……………………………………………………………….………………………………………………

……………….……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………… 
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8)Punctuate the following sentences : 

1) will i need a scarf  

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

2) what about my best galabeya 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

3) i ll pack my new sweater 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

4) i can t wait to go to cairo tmorrow 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

5) the red sea lies on egypt’s north coast 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

6) the nile delta looks like a triangle. 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

7) the fayoum depression is a very special place 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

8) the nile delta stretches from alexandria to Port Said. 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

9) the red sea lies on the north of Egypt 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

10) can i try them 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

11) who made the shoes every night 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

12) where is wadi Al rayan  

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

13) elephantine island is in Aswan 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

14) what s the matter 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

15) you can find many jobs in taba 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

16) did you like it  

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

17) how does tourism help egypt 

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

18) the earth is getting warmer and warmer  

.……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

19) i can t do my homework 

.……………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………  

20) taba is an eco- tourism place in egypt 

.……………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………  
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Test on unit 3 : 
 

1- Listen and write T (True) or F (False): 
 

1 Yomna’s favourite thing is a dress. (       ) 

2 She wears it when she travels. (       ) 

3 It has for pockets. (       ) 
 

2-Listen and complete: 
1- My galabeya is made of ……………… 

 2- It’s usually ………………….., but you can get other colors too. 

3- The sleeves are ……………… so we don’t get sunburned 

3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:: 

1- He bought new sneakers to …………………….. for playing football. 

a-wearing  b-wears   c-wore   d-wear 

2- She has white……………………on her head. 

a-shoes  b-gloves   c-socks   d-hat 

3 Galabeyas are usually made from ………………………….  

a-plastic  b- paper   c-cotton   d-glass 
4- Last week, my teacher ……………………..a red pen to correct homework. 

 a-use  b- used   c-uses   d-using 
 

4-Read and match (A) with (B): 
 

1 We have to wear a white shirt  a bright, colorful clothes.  

2 Malak wears her sunglasses  b the workshop for the night.  

3 The shoemaker wanted to find out  c to protect her eyes.  

4 Mexican girls wear d who made the shoes.  

5  e with a red tie.  
 

5- Read and answer the questions: 
 When he arrived home, the shoemaker’s wife had made him a delicious meal. 

“I will just cut out the leather, and then come and eat.” The shoemaker cut out 

the leather for two pairs of shoes and left the workshop for the night. 

The following morning, the shoemaker and his wife were amazed to see two 

beautiful pairs of shoes in the workshop. “We must find out who is making these 

shoes,” said the shoemaker’s wife. “Let’s hide tonight and see who is helping 

us.”      

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  
 

1- The shoemaker cut out the leather for …………………….pairs of shoes  

   a- one   b- two  c- three   d- four 
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2- We must find …………….who is making these shoes 

     a-in   b- on   c- for    d- out  

Answer the following: 

1- What did the shoemaker’s wife make him? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2- What did the shoemaker and his wife see the following morning ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

6- Reorder the words to make correct sentences: 
 

1- wear – day – We – to - a tie – every – have. 

……………………………………………………………...……………………. 

2- do – to – What – know – you – want? 

................................................................................................... 

3- hall – coat – I – to – the – get – went – my – to. 

..................................................................................................... 

4- seen – shoes – have – such – I – amazing – never. 

………………………………………………………………………. 
 

7- Punctuate the following: 
   

He had to wear an old orange hat 

.................................................................................................................... 
 

8- Write a paragraph of forty (40) words using the following guiding elements: 
 

CLOTHES IN MEXICO 

1-What do girls wear? 

2-What colors do they like? 

3- How is sombrero ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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LESSON 1, 2 & 3 : 
Vocabulary 

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

healthier اكثر صحة Junk food وجبات سريعة try يحاول 

include يشمل shouldn’t يجب الا exercise يتمرن 

Irregular Verbs 
Verb meaning past Past participle 

eat يأكل ate eaten 

ride يركب rode ridden 

do/ does  يؤدي -يفعل  did done 
 

How can we live a healthier life? 
 

There are many things we can do to live a healthier life. For example, we can include 

fruit and vegetables in our meals. They are healthy and delicious. Junk food isn’t 

good for us so we shouldn’t eat it a lot. Also, try to do some exercise. 

    Perhaps you love swimming or football? Any kind of exercise is good for you. You 

could ride your bike to school. Not only is this good exercise, but it means there are 

fewer cars on the road and less pollution. Play games and have fun with your friends! 

 

Listen and point 

     
………………… ………………… ………………… ………………… ………………… 

     
………………… ………………… ………………… ………………… ………………… 

     
………………… ………………… ………………… ………………… ………………… 

REVIEW 1 
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Read and Circle 

1 It’s healthy/unhealthy to eat a balanced diet. 

2 I need new swimming boots/goggles for my swimming lessons. 

3 We wear new galabeyas/belts for Eid festivals. 

4 Too many emissions/greenhouses from cars can cause pollution. 

5 I’m so hot! Let’s go sit in the shade/sun. 

6 I had an awful jigsaw/nightmare. I dreamed that I lost my cat! 

Make sentences in the past simple 

1 Mom/cook/molokhia/last Friday 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2 Salma/go/to the store/with her mom 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3 My/grandma/travel/Port Said/last weekend 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4 I/get/a new phone/ a week ago 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

Write a biography about a famous Arab sportswoman. Find information 

about her on the internet. What prizes did she win? What good things did she 

do for others? Why do you like her? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Listen and circle 

Mom: Are you ready, Mariam? We need to buy a lot of things in town. 

Mariam: Yes, I’m ready. Remember I need some new……………….. . 

Mom: Oh, yes, for your…………………….. lessons next week. I need to get food 

from the market, too. We need…………………… and…………………….. . 

Oh, and I also need to buy some new……………………… for Tarek. His are too small. 

Mariam: Do we have time to go………………………… today, Mom? 

Mom: Not today, Mariam. But we can go on the weekend. 
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Listen again and answer 

1 What clothes do Mom and Mariam need to buy? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2 What fruit does Mom need to buy? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3 What vegetables does Mom need to buy? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4 Can Mariam go swimming today? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

What did Maysa do yesterday? Look and write 

    

Maysa got up at 7 

am. 

…………......................... 

…………………………. 

…………......................... 

…………………………. 

…………......................... 

…………………………. 

Listen and write the words you hear. Then match 

        

L……….. E…… T……….. S……….. W……….. L……….. C……….. R…… 

 

Listen and write the verbs in the past tense in the correct box. Then listen and 

check 

 

 

/d/ /t/ /id/ 

enjoyed 

…………………………………… 

…………………………………… 

…………………………………… 

…………………………………… 

…………………………………… 

…………………………………… 

…………………………………… 

…………………………………… 

…………………………………… 

…………………………………… 

…………………………………… 

 

 

Enjoy -  paint -  play  -  stop  -  want  -  work 
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Test on unit 4: 
 

1- Listen and write T (True) or F (False): 
 

1 Yesterday, I went to Aswan. (       ) 

2 Elephantine Island is a fantastic place in Aswan. (       ) 

3 I went there by car. (       ) 
 

2-Listen and complete: 

1………………………..is important for Egypt. 

2. Taba is a great……………………..for eco-tourists. 

3. Eco-toursim works very………………………in Taba 

3- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:: 
1. Wael was………………………...TV at 10 pm yesterday. 

a. watch     b. watches         c. watching       d. watched 

2. She…………………..cooking lunch. 

a. do        b. does           c. was         d. were 

3. Tourism gives………………for local people 

a. jobs      b. jokes           c. clothes          d. food 

 4. Elephantine Island is full of………………… 

a. Arabic         b. history           c. math        d. Science 

4-Read and match (A) with (B): 
 

1 Traveling by planes a are friendly.  

2 The sunsets are fantastic b the historical places.  

3 Tourism damages c causes pollution.  

4 The local people d from a felucca.  

5  e helps the environment.  
 

5- Read and answer the questions: 
Tourism is very important to Egypt. We all should help tourists when they come 

to Egypt. Tourism gives jobs to local people, so they can live happily as they 

earn much. It helps people learn about new cultures and old ones, so tourists 

learn about our amazing culture. When tourists visit Egypt, they like to visit 

Aswan to see interesting places there, like the Temple of Philae. They also like 

to go to Sharm El Sheikh to dive in the Red Sea. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  
 

1. This text is about……………………… 

a. cultures  b. tourism    c. getting jobs     d. diving in the sea 
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2. The Temple of Philae is in…………………. 

a. the Red Sea       b. Sharm El Sheikh      c. Cairo       d. Aswan 

Answer the following: 
3. Why do tourists like to go to Sharm El Sheikh ? 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. What does tourism give to local people? 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

6- Reorder the words to make correct sentences: 
 

1. local –Tourists – culture – can – about - learn. 

……………………………………………………………. 

2. travel – did – How – they - Aswan - to? 

……………………………………………………………. 

3. Taba – in – works – Eco  toursim - well. 

……………………………………………………………. 

4. doing – she – What – was - at home? 

……………………………………………………………. 
 

7- Punctuate the following: 
 

aswan is in the south of egypt  

.................................................................................................................... 
 

:Write a paragraph of forty (40) words using the following guiding elements -8 
 

The importance of tourism 
Guiding elements:    ( local people - new cultures ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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A. Listening (6 Marks) 
1. Listen and write T (True) or F (False):  (3 Marks) 

1. In Egypt, many men wear galabeyas.  (      ) 
2. A galabeya is made of plastic. (      ) 
3. Galabeyas have short sleeves and hidden pockets. (      ) 

2. Listen and complete: (3 Marks)  

1. I wore a green dress to my sister's ........................ .  
2. My brother wore a ........................ and tie.  
3. Mom was talking to my ......................... . 

B. Reading (14 Marks) 
3. Read and choose the correct answer from a, b or c: (5 Marks) 

1. I wore a galabeya ........................ cool. 
a) staying  b) to staying c) to stay d) stays 

2. I need to ........................ my school bag.  
a) back b) bake c) pack d) black 

3. Mayar ........................ a cake yesterday. 
a) makes  b) make c) made d) making 

4. I had a/an ........................ meal with my wife. 
a) honest b) friendly c) delicious d) kind 

4. Read and match (A) with (B): (4 Marks) 

A  B 
1. The Egyptian cotton is the  (   )  

(   ) 
(   ) 
(   ) 
(   ) 

finish their homework. 
celebrate Sham El-Nessim. 
but he had no money. 
to play with our friends. 
best cotton in the world. 

2. I wear my new dress to   

3. They went to the library to  

4. The shoemaker worked hard,  

5. Read the text and answer the questions: (6 Marks) 

T-shirts are my favorite thing to wear, especially when I'm outside of 
my home. While some people prefer to wear more formally, I'm a little 
different from them. I don't enjoy wearing formal clothes like pants or shirts; 
instead, I find comfort in jeans and T-shirts. Other types of clothes make me 
uncomfortable, which is why I prefer wearing T-shirts whenever I have to 
leave my house for any reason. 

Test based on unit 3 

https://me-qr.com/music/13189932?fbclid=IwAR2G5TUGUlRe4nUHEYzFvayQCcK34teP8mwha2JoUK-aKFLjZZ3nPDnJdm4
https://me-qr.com/music/13189932?fbclid=IwAR32Cuihf_LmGYcslecEk4MxjHrYnl4BYesDAU2mU74vRLUWkk0MMoVk-GI
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A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1. This passage is about ............................. . 

a) clothes b) T-shirts c) galabeyas d) jackets 
2. Wearing ............................. is uncomfortable for the author. 

a) pants  b) jeans c) shirts  d) a & c 
B. Answer the following questions: 

3. Why does the author prefer wearing T-shirts? 
.............................................................................................................. 

4. What does the underlined pronoun “them” refer to? 
.............................................................................................................. 

C. Writing (10 Marks) 
6. Read and re-arrange to make correct sentences: (4 Marks) 

1. need – a scarf – Will – a coat – I – and? 
....................................................................................................................... 

2. pack – holiday – our suitcases – We – for – need to. 
....................................................................................................................... 

3. me – Can – some – you – information – give? 
....................................................................................................................... 

4. a spotted – is wearing – dress – Marwa – with – pockets. 
....................................................................................................................... 

7. Punctuate the following sentence: (1 Marks) 

she has white gloves on her hands 
........................................................................................................................... 

8. Write a paragraph of FOURTY (40) words using the following 

guiding elements: (5 Marks) 

(A shoemaker) 
1. Where did he live? 
2. Who helped him at the shop? 

................................................................................................................. 
.......................................................................................................................... 
.......................................................................................................................... 
.......................................................................................................................... 
.......................................................................................................................... 

With my best Wishes 
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Listening Material: 
Q1:  
In Egypt, many men wear galabeyas, which are popular long white robes. It 
is made of cotton and is available in a variety of colours. Galabeyas have long 
sleeves and hidden pockets to avoid sunburn. It can be colourful with lovely 
patterns and worn during special festivals like Eid. 

Q2:   
I wore a green dress to my sister's wedding. My brother wore a shirt and tie. 
He ate cake and drank cola. I danced with my dad. Mom didn’t dance. She 
was talking to my sister. 
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 :  أحمد نبيل المستر

ز الابتدائية والاعدادية بالمنصورة ية للمرحلتي  ز  مدرس اللغة الإنجلت 

 01066444768  : بوالواتسا رقم الهاتف  
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A. Listening (6 Marks) 
1. Listen and write T (True) or F (False):  (3 Marks) 

1. The Amazon Rainforest is in Brazil and Peru. (      ) 
2. It is one of the most boring ecosystems in the world. (      ) 
3. We can stay in eco-lodges and take river cruises.  (      ) 

2. Listen and complete: (3 Marks)  

1. Ras Muhammad National Park is a ........................ preserve. 
2. Ras Muhammad has a variety of ........................ landscapes. 
3. Coral ........................ attracts snorkelers and divers. 

B. Reading (14 Marks) 
3. Read and choose the correct answer from a, b or c: (5 Marks) 

1. I ........................ traveling by boat to the island with my friend. 
a) is b) was c) are d) were 

2. Eco-tourism looks after the ........................ and helps local people. 
a) hotels b) tourists c) environment d) pollution 

3. Adel travelled to the island ........................ boat. 
a) in b) on  c) by d) under 

4. We were ........................ to understand the “Elephantine” name. 
a) tries b) trying c) try d) tried 

4. Read and match (A) with (B): (4 Marks) 

A  B 
1. Tourism gives jobs   (   )  

(   ) 
(   ) 
(   ) 
(   ) 

for local people. 
listening to the radio. 
our comfortable huts. 
enjoy diving and hiking. 
a lot to see and do. 

2. Sella and Karma were   

3. Eco-tourists in Taba can  

4. Tourists can stay in  

5. Read the text and answer the questions: (6 Marks) 

Eco-tourism is an exciting idea. It helps us love our Earth more. We visit 
beautiful places like forests, mountains, and rivers. We see animals and 
plants in their homes, not in a zoo. We learn not to leave trash and to take 
care of these places. We also listen to the people who live there and respect 
their ways. This is because they know a lot about the nature around them. 
Eco-tourism is fun because we can enjoy and learn at the same time. It 
reminds us to be good friends to our Earth.  

Test based on unit 4 

https://me-qr.com/music/13189932?fbclid=IwAR2G5TUGUlRe4nUHEYzFvayQCcK34teP8mwha2JoUK-aKFLjZZ3nPDnJdm4
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A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1. This passage is about ............................. . 

a) people b) animals c) eco-tourism d) Earth 
2. We visit beautiful places like ............................. . 

a) parks  b) beaches c) forests d) schools 
B. Answer the following questions: 

3. Why is eco-tourism fun? 
..............................................................................................................  

4. Summarize the text passage. 
.............................................................................................. ................ 

C. Writing (10 Marks) 
6. Read and re-arrange to make correct sentences: (4 Marks) 

1. sat – throne – The – on – king – his. 
....................................................................................................................... 

2. in – can find – fantastic – You – wildlife – Taba. 
....................................................................................................................... 

3. think – What – of – do – eco-tourism – you? 
....................................................................................................................... 

4. Taba – eco-tourism – good – Why – for – is? 
....................................................................................................................... 

7. Punctuate the following sentence: (1 Marks) 

tourism is very important to many countries 
...........................................................................................................................  

8. Write a paragraph of FOURTY (40) words using the following 

guiding elements: (5 Marks) 

(MY VISIT TO ELEPHANTINE ISLAND) 
1. Where is elephantin island? 
2. How did you travel there? 

.................................................................................................................  
...................................................................................................................... .... 
..........................................................................................................................  
..........................................................................................................................  
..........................................................................................................................  

With my best Wishes 
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Listening Material: 
Q1:  
The Amazon Rainforest in Brazil and Peru is one of the most exciting 
ecosystems in the world. The Amazon Rainforest provides opportunities to 
discover this amazing environment. Stay in eco-lodges, take river cruises, learn 
from cultural groups, and participate in conservation efforts. 

Q2:   
Ras Muhammad National Park is a natural preserve in southern Sinai is Ras 
Muhammad National Park is a natural preserve in southern Sinai is protected 
by law and has a variety of beautiful natural landscapes for the eco-tourists. 
In addition to its amazing coral reefs which attracts snorkelers and divers, the 
park has an eel garden and is a great spot to watch migratory birds. 
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Listening text: 

 

 



 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2 

 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 

 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 

Listening texts  

 



 

3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

أي جمل عن الموضوع مقبولة مع مراعاة علامات الترقيم بداية كل جملة بحرف كبير ونهاية الجملة بنقطة 

سم تقريبا في بداية أول 1ويفضل كتابة كلمات اكثر من المطلوب بقليل. لا تنسى ان تترك مسافة حوالي 

 اقي السطور.سطر فقط وتبدأ من أول السطر في ب


